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O'Brien. Quits Studmt Congress; 
O'Connell Takes Over Presidmcy Phys Ed Shuts Out 
Kevin O'Brien formally 
esigned as President of 
tudent Congress at the 
irst meeting of the semes-
er Monday night. O'Brien, 
who made his final deci-
ion on Monday to take .a 
eave of abs en c e from 
chool, told the members 
f Student Congress to "Be 
ware of your rights as 
tudents .... you can learn 
rom the guy with the Ph.D. 
ut he also learns from 
ou." 
In an interview early on 
fonday, O'Brien told The 
thacan that he "wants to 
eflect on what he has been 
oing at IC for the past 
our years." He noted that 
e had mingled feelings of 
rustration and optimism 
bout IC. The now retired 
tudent body president gave 
ersonal reasons for his 
inal decision to leave the 
college. 
O'Brien will take resi-
l
dence in the citv of Ithaca 
continued on page 13 
I 
Ithacan 
Sways 
Policy 
A meeting of a newly organized 
anonymous group titled the 
"Know-Nothings·· for publication 
was held Sunday. January 18th. 
At that time the group set eigh-
teen points based on an original 
ten points published by Alex 
Block in the January 27, 1967 
issue of The Ithacan. The most 
important point!; listed by the 
group and in depth articles ex-
plaining their consideration will 
be published throughout the first 
issue of The Ithacan. The Ithacan 
announced that these opinions are 
not necessarily the opinions of 
the editorial board but are pub·-
lished because The Ithacan feels 
the importance of many of their 
statements. For this edition of 
the paper The Ithacan has swayed 
its editorial policy to allow for 
some editorializing on the front 
page. Because of the nature of the 
subjects The Ithacan felt that the 
orginnl copy should not be chang-
ed but should be printed in its 
context and should be judged by 
the render. 
: .. 
Mustached Majors 
Several students major-
ing in Physical Education 
were not permitted to reg-
ister this semester, when 
they appeared at registra-
,tion wearing moustaches. 
No Names 
Released 
For Prexy 
Dr. Arnold Wilhelm, 
Associate Dean of Health 
and Physical Education, 
reportedly turned a way no 
less than three students at 
his door on Monday, ,Jan-
uary 12. 
I The i n c i den t was dis-1 cussed at the January 19 
i meeting of Student Con-
\ gress. When asked about 
.
1 
the possible. eff~cti~eness 
of this organization in eas-
ing departmental appear-
! ance codes, Dr. Wilhelm 
I said, "I'd rather it (Stu-Editor, Note· Extended campu, rumor~ ,av, dent C()ngress) clidn 't_ in-
that the Search Commillce h;s \ terfere w!~h professional 
been operating in the quiet for, standards. 
Kevin O'Brien lists person ... 1 reasons for leave of absence. too long. We understand the po- \ contrnued on page J 
sition of the student body m 
Srn,dents 
Demand 
Academic 
Purge 
IBM System their desire to know the names of \ the so-called "three major can- pi V 
didates... However we can also L Meeting 
Slated 
Today 
Delayed 
sympathize with the protocol and 
necessity of maintaining the secrc-
1 
cy of the candidates in so far a~ 
the press release of their cnndi-
1 dacy mav b~ ~ detriment to their 
Slupment 011 the new IBM sy,. I present pos1tlons, and even a 
by Paul Leventhal 
stem to print the ncw,papcr ha, i greater detriment to Ithaca Col- I 
been delayed an:ordrng to the Ith- 1\ lege's attracting eminent cnndi-
acan cd1t11rial boa,d. The ~\'Stem date~. 
which ,, hl'IIH! rcntl'd bv th~ mde- Nu ,pcc,fic d;1tc ,~ planned frn 
pendent pap:r wa, du~ to arm·e I the announcement of the new 
January 'i tu produce the firq i-- p,e,1dent of Ithaca College. In an 
,ue uf J<J7U. In place of the IB\I mterview th1, week. Dr ,hhur 
,ystem. the I th.,can will be u,1ng Ba11.er. chairman of th~ Prc,1-
an IBI\I compu,er umt tu p1oduce dential Search Committee. told 
1t, i1r,t five issue,. The photo , The Ithacan that the comrmttee 
ready cop} "'ill then be ,cnt lllll , hopes to make theH final recom-
to Angie Palermo. a publisher of, mendation somctune 111 Febuary. 
five ncw,papcr, 111 the O"vego. . lie added however that. "the doOJ 
:,.:ew York area. The fmal .:J,. will nut be dosed until the final 
At the time The Ithacan rca-
Three months ago Stu-
dent Congress passed a 
resolution calling for the 
elimination of the All-Col-
lege graduation require-
ments. They acted recog-
nizing that every student 
has the right, indeed the 
obligation to demand a 
quality education. "Edu ca- tonal board deL·1~1on to µrscon- dec1s1011 is brough up to the 
tion does not exist for it- tmue \\'Ith lctte, pre~, pr1n11ng board of trustee," 
at Arnold Pnntmg Comp .. l:ast I C1nd1dates who ha\'C su1v1ved self, but for those who see!<. State Street. Ithaca. wa, made 111 : the extensive "screcnmg proces~" 
it; its quality, therefore. \on:mber. JlJ(1l/. after three 111011- ! nf the .:ommlltec arc expected to 
must be judged by the ef- th~ '.>f ,tud, ! he on .:ampm tlm week and abo 
feet that it has on the in- lkc.iu\e· of tht' <kl.i~ ,,r the ne,, J 111 February. No spe.c1fic dates or 
tellectual, aesthetic, and 111a..:h111el\. ih.:, I 1ha,J11 .11111uu1h:ed ! 11me~ have been released about 
moral growth of the stu- that the ·featu,e Jeadhne \\ ill be their .:ampus appearance but the 
dent.'' Only the student nlll\'Cd to the I·, 1Ja~ • 111e ,, eel-- h·· chairman ,av~ that the candidates 
can, in the final analysis, II fn, e pubh,·atll,11 The 11c'11, de:iJ- who come io IC will be asked to 
line ahu ,, Ill he g1, er1. \II ..:op~· Jppear before ;i, many cam pm 
evaluate the ~xtent to ~h!ch ,hould be Jell\ e,ed to the lthJ- ,irgan11.111om a, po,s1ble The lat-
his educ at 1 on satisfies .1•1-,1 iiru· 1, ili,H up t() tlm 11mc the , l·an offlL't' uni~. Ill the ba,emelll , , 
these needs for personal1 of \\'L'~t T,,wer. The Ithacan h.i, Se.11,·h Comm!ltee .. ,eem, to hl' 111 
development. The student i d ,I k , I I .,_nre,•111n11[ ()"' l 11'' tl1r,•e 1110,1 ,!(. I 1,con[lllUCu PlL' ·mg up c·or~ J U!', ' ' " ' , -
must be willing, and must\ the Lirnon dc,k . t1:ict1\e people 11ho,c c·rede1111.tl, 
be permitted, to assume 1 The ltha.:Jn eduu1. Je.in Still- h.11c heen e,::i111111eJ up to tlm 
responsibility, at least in: 1tano. announced 1h;i1 guest ed1- , pumi·· Only five candidate, have 
major part, for the direc- ! wnals will conrmue to be open been 11w11cd tu the carnpu, so far. 
; chc~ you a mectmg of the 
Young Interested Physical Edu-
cation Major~ and campus organ-
1zat1onal rcpresental!ves with the 
Physical Education faculty and 
admmistration will be taking pl-
ace. Reports are that the que~-
tion of drcs, code will be mtro-
duccd at thi~ meetmg. The fol-
lowing is a petition which was 
presented to Dr. Eugene T. De-
Luca by Y.I.P.E.S. at a Dec-
ember 9, 1969 meeting. The pet-
ition was signed by 250 PE stu-
dents and their faculty. 
"We the undersi'7ncd feel th-
at Physical Education students 
,hould be granted freedom of 
expression, which would include 
expression of ones personality. 
expression of opmion, and free-
dom 111 per~onal appearance. The 
prccedmg ,hould be grant wtth-
1 out inum1dat1on of the student~ 
by the Physical Education facu-
lty." 
GUTS 
BVROS tion of his own education. i to all members of the admm1stra· If the Sieard, Committee make, 
By the time a student i lion. faculty. parent, and student, i 11, final dec!5lon 111 February. 11 
reaches the college level I who wish to express their op1111om , \\ Ill be on 11mc for the Board of j 
he should be able to make: Subscribe,,. ,hr s:11d. Me 111,·11ed : Trustee, meet mg sd,eduled to \ 
MIKE AINSLEY 
CRAIG WOLF 
EDITORIALS 
3 
13 
12 
1
1 to contmue their letlers to the continued on page 12 
cduo1. 
4,5,6 
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Students De1t1and 
Representation 
There should be student President in his role as which is certainly an aid to 
and faculty representation chief and final decision- avoiding problems due to 
on the Board of Trustees maker on matters that are the feelingofbeingignored. 
and the President's Cab- of importance but are not Such representation does 
inet. . great enough for the Board not alter the existing sys-
SOS loses Orville 
by Peter Joss 
sos at Ithaca c·ollege has ap- mester. 1-actionalism, it is rumo~-
parently come upon hard times. ed, has also plagued the SDS this 
Recognized by Student Congress sc~ool year, but this ha~ been 
last year as instrumental in fur- neither confirmed ·nor demed. In 
thering student involvement in im· fact, nobody knows the exact 
portant college matters, IC's SDS, status of SJ?S at ltha~a right now. 
now seems to be suffering from a not even, 1t seems, its members 
lack of unified support. themselves. Miss Nadine Cohen, 
For one thing, the chapter one of the chapter's leaders and a 
finds itself leaderless at present, possible candidate for its next 
since President Peter Orville has president, was un~vailable for com-
not returned for the Spring se- ment due to illness. 
TVClasa 
To Pzoduce 
The highest-level and and are too great for deci- tern of college governance 
most important decisions sion by anyone else. since the power remains in 
here are made by two There should be several the same places. While the 
groups. The Bo a rd of students and severalfacul- re-assigning of various 
Trustees has supreme con- ty on the Board as voting duties and powers to differ-
trol over every aspect of representatives chosen by ent agencies is a worth-
the college, makes major their constituencies. The while purpose, that is not 
decisions that determine .President's Cabinet should what student and faculty 
the direction and the de- contain a student repre- representation w i 11 do. 
gree of. its growth, sets sentative and a faculty rep- This representation is, 
broad guidelines within resentative. however, a 1 o g i cal step 
which everyone must func- Obviously, all students, which willfurtherthepres-· 
tion, and hires the chief fa cu 1 t y administrators, ent pattern shown by stu- News Program. 
executives The Presi- and trustees will thus have dent representation on 
Rose Ball 
Slated for 
Jan. 31 
dent's Cabinet is an as- regular and formal chan- some college com:mittees. A 15-minute evening news pro-
sembly of the top admin- nels of communication at What this proposal is gram originating from the Itha~a 
istrative officers of the the highest levels. This based upon is the assump- College television studios will be-
college and is occasionally helps prevent any party tion that the students, fac- gin broadcasting next Monday. 
expanded to include some from proceeding without ulty, trustees, and admin- "The 7 o'clock Report," writ-
of themiddle-rankingones. awareness of the probable istrators are all account- ten and produced by Ithaca Col-
The · cabinet advises the re s po n __ s e of the oth_ers, able to each other. Now, lege television•radio students as 
The Brothers of DELTA 
SIGMA PI will present their 
12th annual Rose Ball in 
conjunction with Winter 
Weekend Saturday Jan. 31. 
Each year five girls are 
selected as finalists in the 
Rose Contest from the stu-
dent body. From this 
group, one girl is chosen · 
to represent DELTA , 
LAMBDA CHAPTER of 
DELTA SIGMA PI. The 
Rose is then entered into a 
regional contest with other 1 
chapters of DELTA SIGMA 
PI. The winning Rose of 
that contest then competes 
against other regional win-
ners, and the National Rose 
is chosen to represent all 
chapters of DELTA SIGMA 
PI. The finalists in this 
year's contest are: Miss 
Beth Keeley, Miss Karen 
La.ngenmayr, Miss Donna 
Morgan, Miss Donna Sici-
liano, Miss Carol Wesen- · 
berg. 
· no group should act as if part of their course work in bro~d-
CORNELL UNIVERSITY CINEMA presents they could do whatever they ~~~1~~~~ ~~~;~:~ 
pleased. The enactment of -day Tuesday Wednesday and Fri-
thi_s proposal will serve as day' evening: "Newsline' Ithaca" 
evidence on the part of the will be seen on Thursday in its 
college of commitment to usual 7-7:30 pm time slot. 
SUCH A DEAL FOR 
IC STUDENTS! that principle. Instructor Howard.Storck intro-
2 Movie Tickets for the Price of 1! 
(Please bring your I.D,) 
Offer Good. Ton.ight and Tomorrow Only 
CLIFF ROBERTSON &S 
C*A?.~ 
(0-SIUIIIG CLAIRE BLOOM 
TONIGHT AND ·SATURDAY 
I CLOVER CLUB 
356 Elmira Rd. 
DANCING 
every night 
• 
EXOCTIC DANCERS 
from N.Y.C. 
3 Shows - 10, 11, 12 
{local talent wanted) 
7:00, 9:15 Alb Startler Audltorium Sundays - Rock & Roll 
... 
Requla:r Ac:lnuNlon $1 - Open to the Public 
- - - -
- - - -
-
Proud to sewe you with line foods and beyerages ~ 
Prime Ribs of Beef 
Italian Food 
Steaks & Chops 
Seafoods 
Serving Sunday from 1 - 8 p.m. 
205 Elmira Rd. 
273 - 0777 
On S. Albany St. 
Extension 
- - - -
_. 
- -
- - - - - - -
duced the program to his inter-
mediate-level broadcast journalism 
course to acquaint his students 
with the operation of a daily news 
department. "The only way to 
learn journalism," he says, "is to 
practice it." 
WELCOME I.C. STUDENTS 
TO 
Specializing in Italian Food 
New· Neapolitan Chef 
SPECIALS ON 
DINNERS - LUNCHES 
CARRYOUTS 
TAKE RTE. 13 
The semi-formal dance 
will run from 9:00 P.M. 
until 12:30 A.M. The music 
will be provided by the 
Echapees; and there will 
be an open bar. At pre-
cisely 12:00 midnight, Miss 
Carol Colby. reigning Rose 
of 1969, will crown thenew 
ROSE of DELTASIG for 
197-0. 
EMMICK MOTOR CO. 
MONTOUR FALLS 
Factory authorized dealer for twelve 
makes of new cars, including such 
names as Porsche, Jaguar, Volvo, 
BWV, Fiat, Peugeot, MG, Austin 
Healey, Renault, Sunbeam, Checker, 
Plymouth, and others. 
$90,000 Parts Inventory 
Always more than 100 models in stock. 
We sewice what we sell and as many 
others as possible. 
SALES OPEN EVENINGS 'TIL 9 
Service By Appointment Only 
PHONE 568-3071 
; 
' 
I 
I Mustache 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
yrds is coming Winter Weekend 
Shut Out 
1011 per word - no mlnh'llum, Submit 
AD TO THll ITHACAN OFFIC:S (:Sa ... 
ment Weat Tower) or Call 27'·3207 -
Mon· Fri. l · 5 P.M. 
, --
' 
---· 
Blanket concert to future Byrds; singers of "Mr. Tambourine Man" and "Turn, turn, turn." 
BE WISE 
·continued from page 1 j 
One of the students who! 
was refused registration/ 
told this reporter that a 
standard exp 1i c i t dress 
code has never been made 
officially available to the 
PE majors. According to 
.Dr. Wilhelm, however, the 
.code which f o 11 ow s was USE CLASSIFIEDS ! 
passed by the department FOR SAU:-$100,00 stereo tape record· 
. S t b d h b er, complete with speakers. Call Pete m ep em er an as een _3604_. _________ _ 
made known to the students COUNSELORS-Male and female. 
via the individual instruc- ~~ cE~~en:;::f~~nt~: pf;:us~ 
t majors. Call or write: CAMP OLYM-ors: PUS. 1721 Glenwood Road, Brook• 
EXCERPT FROM DIV!- lyn, New York 11230, (212) GE 4-7147, 
SION OF PHYSICAL ED- Charlie Chaplin stars tn hts best com-
edy of all time-The PAWHBROXER U C A TIO N F A C U L TY -at the Boxcar ne,ct week!, Other 
flicks are Laurel & Hardy, LitUe 
The Byrds, one of Amer- HANDBOOK -- Fall 1969: Rascllls, and your 01d buddies, TM 
ca's mostpopularandcre- POLICIES-No. 5 Lone Ranger and Tonto. 
Mel " t · "Th ~ REWAllDI Lost ..• Gold ladles wrist tive rock groups, will ap- 1 , encoun ermg e The Blues Project II, All faculty members and watch. v1c1n1ty of gym. contact 
ear in concert at Ithaca Unseen Peri 1,'' being composed of four members students must by personal Gloria carralne 3721• 
ollege on Friday; January ''Trapped in the Tourret,'' of remaining, Steve Katz, appearance and example A~ : 0:ie~~~n':~c~~t ~1 !h:n~~~ 
0, in the Ben Light Gym- · and also being "In the Roy Blumenfeld, AndyKul- represent the standards Shop, but quote th1s ad .•• 
asium at 8:00 p. m. to Claws of the Tiger." Fin-. berg and Tommy Flanders, which physical education JTJ!; a:- 11~P.i'¾J\&~J~J4~g 
tart off Winter Weekend. ha!ly, afte~ ~~ has finished will be at the North Forty endeavors to accomplish. :~1~wiro~W.TISEMENT ... 
unique aspect of this con- is work in The Destroy- from 1 a.m. to 4 a.m. Male students in the pro-
. Ra •, The Box Car's best smooth band--The 
ert i-s that it is a blanket mg Y, you can cheer There will be a free shuttle fession of physical educa- starllghters enter ta In tomorrow 
night t:rom 9•1, Give your smooth 
oncert. There will be no him as he is "Rocketing bus running from the union tion shall not have beards _d_a_te_a_re_a1_tre_a_t_. _____ _ 
hairs to sit on, so bring to the Earth." There are parking lot from 12 to or moustaches; they may Chapter House-10 eent drafts every 
4 day from 6-8 p.m. 99 cents Spaghetti our own blanket and pull thirteen chapters in this a.m. Admission price is have squared-off sideburns Tuesday thru sunday, s..D p.m. 
pa peice of the floor. serial, each being fifteen the $1.25 cover charge. to ear lo}?es and a neat 
The Los Angeles-based minutes in length TheAd- Weekend tickets are be- hairline. 
roup con s i st s of Skip mission price, like during ing sold in the Union lobby The personal appearance 
attin, Roger McGuinn, the l920's, will be only two- for $10.00, and 2 Byrds of female faculty and stu-
Gene Parsons and Clarence bits. tickets and a Ball Ticket dents sh o u 1 d be appro-
White. Best known for Saturday night, Delta for $7.00. priate for all occasions. 
~heir hit recordings "Mr. Sigma Pi will hold its 1970 
!Tambourine Man," "Turn! Rose Ban,· from 9:30 to 
)Turn! Turn!" and "So You 12:30. Music will be played 
1want To Be a Rock and Roll 
·Star,'' their repertoire in-
1cludes songs of their own 
composition a s we 11 as 
those which draw upon gos-
pel, country, folk and blues. 
"Easy Rider," The Byrd's 
Ninth Columbia album was 
released last Nov em be r 
and contains the group' s 
most recent single record-
ing,_ "Jesus is Just Alright 
by the Echappe_' s. The 
evenings festivities will 
culminate with the crown-
ing of the new Rose Queen. 
The Ball will be held in 
the Terrace Cafeteria and 
the price is only $3.00 per 
couole. 
WOULD YOU LIKE. TO START 
YOUR OWN CHURCH? 
We will furnish you with a Church Charter and you can 
start your own church. Headquarters of UNIVERSAL LIFE 
CHURCH will keep records of your church and> file with the 
federal governm~nt and furnish you a tax exempt status-all 
Y:OU have to do 1s report your activities to headquarters four 
tunes a year. Enclose a free will offering. 
UNIVERSAL LIFE. CHURCH 
BOX 6575 
HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA 33021 
Super subs, famous double dogs. "The 
Works," downtown opposite Roths-
child's. Open until midnight. 273. 
5600. 
TO WHOM IT MAY COHCERR-
Where In Ithaca can you buy retail 
leather. Have handbags and luggag" 
repaired. Also the best shoe repair 
in town. 
SLOTTEO'S SHOE REPAIR 
506 W, State St . .:!72-3939 
WANTED-CAMPUS REPRESENTA-
TIVE. UNLIMITED COMMISSIONS. 
NO INVESTMENT, NO PAPER-
WORK. Write for Information to: 
M I s s Barbara Kumble, College 
Bureau Manager, Record Club of 
America, 270 Madison Avenue, New 
York, New York 10016. 
lames Cagney at the Box Car Sunday 
nlght-"Each Dawn I Die." Shows 
at 7 & 10 p.m. , and as always, no 
cover or minimum and all the pop· 
corn you can eat. 
PoU, .• lengthen your skirts!! 
Two Blue Buckets Scats For Sale 
Phone 277-0278. 
With Me." 
Tickets are now on sale 
at the Union Lounge, priced 
Pulls NO Punches-Our Gurantee 
at $2.50. 
Harry Gordon, master of 
the sitar, jazz, folk, classi-
cal, baroque, and flamingo 
guitars will also perform at 
the concert. He is a fresh-
man, majoring in music. 
Following the concert, 
free coffee and cookies will 
be served in Union Rec. 
Room. Next, again in the 
Rec. Room, thrill to\ the 
adventures of Flash Gordon 
while he is on "The Planet 
of Peril" confronting "The 
Petal of Terror," "The 
Shattering Doom.'' and 
"Fighting the Fire Drag.: 
on," undergoing "The 
Flamming Torture.'' Also 
see him "Battling the Sea 
Beast." attending "The 
Tournament of Death,'' be-
in~ "Captured by Shark 
PERMANENT STOREWIDE PRICE POLICY 
We GURANTEE the LOWEST PRICE in New Yorlt, New Jersey, 
Pennsywt111itl, MtJSS1dJ11setts, t111d to1111ecticut 
.... 
for all records and tapes. find a LOWER PRICE in any other Smre 
wit!, eom,t1rt1/Jle · IJo11rs, selection, t111d service t1nd we w,11 
REFUND the DIFFERENCE and PAY FOR THE CALL 
YOU wanted the price ... ALL 4 ILLEGAL DYLAN-sTONES 
N£',/: BEATLESDUEMOMENTARILY 
3100 NEW CLASSICAL LP's 
YOU'VE GOT ITI 
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Editorials--
Up Agaill$t A Wall 
A frQnt page~ article in this first ~e ~f The 
ltfiacan, f97ff, states thal some editorializing was 
allowed on the first page because of the nature of 
the subjects. The Ithacan felt that the orginal 
copy should not be changed, but should be print-
ed in its context and should be judged by the 
reader. We ·have no doubt that becau~ we al-
lowed such articles to be printed that we will be 
called "Yellow Journalists." However we know 
that Ithaca is changing internally and externally 
and we have chosen to face up these changes. 
We of The Ithacan cannot be the only ones 
.J!'hO see_~ wha~ is ha~,!UEB._ Of! $i~, (:~J>US ll] 
19"70:- You ilit: reaaer, as part of this campus 
must come to a realization that you are an impor-
tant and integral part of all that Ithaca College is 
and can be. 
Kevin O'Brien, in resigning from Stude.nt Con-
gress, did not quit under misconceptions. In fact, 
he realized that many students do not yet under-
stand. He said that Ithaca shquld "somehow 
turn into a place where pe<?_ple of good. :v,rill '. 
meet to snare 1eaming, not to learn strictly as ~-
di'viduals, but to share the entire educational ex-
perience." There should cease to be a fear of dif. 
ferent segments on campus he added. There 
should be "a community feeling," not a college, 
a community. 
In this important community idea, we support' 
the outgoing pres1aent oT Stuaent Congress and 
hope that his feeling that it operate more as a 
focal point for established student priorities be-
comes a reality in the immediate future. For 
Ithaca College to survive in the competitive 
world of education this reality is not only impor-
tant, it is mandatory. 
Students need not only an awareness of their 
rights in little things, but an awareness of their 
aoility to change ffie orcr ancr fo replace the too 
Jong accepted code with the news and better. 
We would hope that the articles we ·have al-
lowed to be printed in this issue will ~e. many 
students on thls campus that simple AWARE-
NESS. And that from that AWARENESS will 
grow a mature student body who seek change, 
and who fulfill the resigning president's vision of 
the Ithaca College aware community as well as 
the vision of many who continually work tow~d 
this idea. 
If we succeed in making yoti THINK that you 
are the COLLEGE, that you have RIGHTS, that 
you cal) make or break this college scene then 
even if we are yellow journalists we have suc-
ceeded. 
We wonder what we will be called if you 
ever become activits. 
Hair, Hair, Hair 
An interesting fact emerged at registration for 
this semester in the department of -Physical Edu-
cation. There are individuals at Ithaca College, and 
they want to be recognizetl'as such. 
Several Physical Education majors, sporting 
fashionable moustaches, stood long hours in line 
to register for this term. When they got to the 
door of their Dean's office, they were told to 
·shave, then try again. This action specifically, and 
.'111.~ s~ct cqd~ of dress .~d appearance generally, , 
within that department, have been rubbing a lot 
of people the wrong way for a long time. 
We have been told that these regulations, such 
~ no pea.rds, m?ustaches, long hair on men, long 
sideburns, a.re established as professional standards 
by "the professionals;" and that somewhere the 
line· must .. ?e drawn. The line, however, no longe.t 
exists as an ultimate boundary, established by the 
authorities, beyond which one steps into the realm 
of slovenliness and unprofessional habits. It now 
extends into the lives of young adults, threatening 
the personal integrity and right to individuality of 
members not only of the Ithaca College com-
munity, but of ·the new American society. It 
seems to us that these professionals are preoc-
cupied with cultivating the timeworn illusion of 
the physical educator, instead of developing the 
minds and skills of many talented students. If an 
inch of hair can be seriously considered as a crit-
erion for determining the quality and potentiality 
of a student in the field in which he is sincerely 
interested and which he plans to make his life's 
career, then the time has come for a critical re-
evaluation of those criteria. 
There will be an eye-opening meeting of Stu-
dent Congress on Monday night. Be there 
la.st Editoriol 
Vote Pass/No 
by Harry Simms 
Th_e present grading system at Ithaca· College 
should be abolished and in its place instituted a 
pass/no record system. The main advantage_ to 
such a system is that the elimination of grades also 
eliminates the artificial goals which students often 
try to attain under the present system. In many 
cases the student does not ask him.self "What can 
I learn from this course?" but "What grade can I 
get?" With nogradestoserveasendsin themselves, 
the liberated student would be forced to come to 
terms with himself about just what he hoped to get 
out of four years of college. While it is now possible 
for a student to do little work. get a B and feel 
satisfied. with a pass/no record system. the student 
would enjoy no such false satisfaction because he 
would have to convince himself that he bad spent 
his time fruitfully. and he would have to do this 
without a letter grade to reinforce his decision. 
Eliminating grades would place the responsibility 
where it should be with the student. 
A criticism which might arise is this: "If there 
were no grades. many students would just waste 
their time." The answer to this is that a student 
who does not want .to learn won't do so regardless 
·of grading procedures, but with no marks, he is 
more likely to realize that he is only fooling himself. 
For the serious student, the pass/no record system 
would allow more freedom from superficial worries 
about grades, and allow him to explore areas which 
he would otherwise hesitate about. 
Another frequent criticism of such a system refers 
to the fact that· graduate schools and employers want 
to see a student's grades. Those attending Ithaca 
College who are concerned with this problem, or 
who for any other reason are unsatisfied with 
pass/no record, could choose to remain on the regular 
grading system. 
Finally, it should be argued that a compromise 
change is not feasible. To institute an honors, high 
pass. pass and fail system is only givingthe present 
grading system a different name. Even a regular 
pass/fail system would not accomplish the same 
thing as pass/no record because it would only·par-
tially eliminate the unneccessary outside pressure 
a student faces. · 
It's time we stopped using mar~s as rewards and 
threats, as evaluations and judgements! It's time that 
we realize once and for all that the main purpose 
of a college is to educate and to help each student 
develop his own knowledgeable ideas. These goals 
·are best accomplished in a free environment and 
not by coercion. 
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A Clarlflc:atlon 
Editor: 
lowed. Among the others process. In fact, our re-
would · be appointment in port points out ~t many 
another department, or.de- of the grievances were 
partments, and so on. without foundation and 
The first paragraph of Another sentence in the others, although correct, 
the article on page one of article states: were not relevant to the 
the December 12, 1969. In most of Mrs. Gold- questions at hand. 
issue of the Ithacan, the man's grievances, which This error of fact and 
article about the Faculty included failure on thepart these misleading implica-
Council's investigation into of the English Department tions are a result of the 
the dismissal of Mrs. Bea- to notify her of its stand- Ithacan ch o o s 1 n g to ab-
trice Goldman, is wrong. ards of attainment, to send stract only certain portions 
The ·paragraph states that her a writt~ evaluation of of the report, and even then 
our recommendation is that her class:r-oom perform- changing what the report 
Mrs. Goldman be retained ance, to consider student states. A complete copyof 
as an instructor in the Eng- .comments when deciding on the report is included with 
lish Department. Our rec- her dismisS!ll, and to give this letter, and the Faculty 
ommendation is that Mrs. her written reasonsforher Council suggests that it be 
Goldman be retained in dismissal, the Co u n c 11 pu,blished in full. 
probationary faculty stattls found that no violation o S~cerely 
within Ithaca College. Re- due process had tak '· 
maining in tlte English De- place. Fnnk Darrow, Chairman, Faculty 
partment is only one o This 1 mp 11 es that th Council, College of Arts and Sciences 
several ways the recom- grievances were justified, 
mendation might be fol- but not violations of due cont1n11M .. iaaeea 
i 
.j 
l 
·\ 
J 
~ 
l 
Gant Editorit1/ 
Elections For Peace. 
by James L. Donaghy 
Chairman 
Elections for .l:'eace Committee 
It has been stated that it is relatively easy to get 
people to support causes on the extreme left or 
right of the political spectrum. but not in the middle. 
In a word. if a proposal seems reasonable and fair, 
it- is bound to fail. If that is tru~. then we are bound 
to fail because this petition is open-minded and objec-
tive. 
This committee feels that the desires and aspira-
tions of ALL of the Vietnamese people. North and 
South. . must be allowed to manifest themselves 
through a free. democratic. National election. 
Therefore, the following petition is presented to 
both governments of North and South V~etnam and 
all interested parties. 
1. That, on a specific date agreeable to the two 
governments, a free. popular, democratic elec-
tion be beld supervised by the United Nations 
or some other supervisory body acceptable 
to both governments of North and South Vietnam. 
2. That all parties be represented in such an elec-
tion and that they be allowed to campaign freely 
throughout Vietnam for several months preced-
ing the election; ~e amount of time permitted 
for campaigning to be mutua~ly determined by 
the two governments of North and South Vietnam. 
3. That all candidates for public office be required 
to pledge publicly their support of the demo-
cratic procedure~ employed in the election and 
their intent to be bound by the election results. 
It is hoped that endorsed copies of this petition 
will be personally presented by thousands of people 
from all walks of life and from every face of the 
globe in a peaceful manner to the four delegations 
now meeting at the Majestic Hotel in Paris. It is 
hoped that this presentation will be made sometime 
during the early Spring of 1970. No formal date as 
yet has been set. That will be determined to a large 
degree by the public and private reaction to this 
petition. 
Although many individuals may desire to perscmally 
participate in this appeal, many will not because of 
financial hardships. Where this is the case, it is 
suggested that various groups pool their monetary 
resources for the purpose of sending a representa-
tive delegation to the Paris Peace talks. 
For this purpose, an account in the name of Elec-
tions for Peace Committee has been established with 
the Security Trust Co., South Town Branch, Roch-
ester, New York 14623. 
We feel that in this manner, the will of ALL of 
the Vietnamese people will most justly manifest- it-. 
self. 
This is not a new road to peace; it has been tried· 
before without success. But, we feel we have avoided 
some of the pitfalls of the past. No accusing finger 
is pointed in anydirectionforthetragedyof-Vietnam~ 
Nor have we concerned ourselves with the notion 
that the ideologies of some of the dele~tions meet-
ing at the Majestic Hotel may not respect the will of 
the Vietnamese people as expressed in a free, demo-
cratic eiection. A negative reaction from any of the 
parties involved may well go a long way towards 
clarifying the issue as to who truly has the confi-
dence of the Vietnamese people and thus remove 
much of the confusion· surrounding this issue. In a 
word, this committee prefers to concentrate on offer-
ing a positive alternative to the present stalemate. 
Some, upon· reading the petition may regard it as 
too idealistic and not very practical. That it simply 
won't work. The Elections for PeaceCommitteehas 
no illusions in that respect; there are untold obsta-
cles yet to be surmounted. But, this is the age of 
involvement, the age of the impossible dream and we 
can't allow ourselves to be stopped by the doubters. 
Others may feel that we don't have the right to 
. tell the Vietnamese people how to handle their affair.!' 
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PNOW, WHAT WAS THE l:l'ITLE RASCAL DOING IN THERE?" 
Letters contlnued·from PIii 4 
· \the dorm with fi~gers\they? We. are now at col-
Liberate Females 1 crossed. You arrive at the, lege on our own, ~n? _ready 
dorm, rush up the steps, to accept respons1b1hty. 
and fling the door open, We h~ve been gran~ed 
Dear Editor: 
Freedom! Liberation! the proctor awaits you permiss_1on by the admm-
i Equal Rights for freshmen clock in hand. Two late . i st rat 1 on, yet we face 
girls, Freshmen · girl s minutes are recorded on another obstacle, our par-
anxio~sly a wait their key your card and you feel I en_ts ! "'f!tey are ap_Pal,1,ed by 
privileges,. (providing Mom like a criminal. I this hbera_l policy and 
and Dad grant their little Our mo r a 1 codes and must have time to . pon~er 
darlings permission). values are just as well over it. You explam, with 
Imagine enjoying an even- established now as they an angelic look on your face 
ing without having to rush will be in our sophomore that you are mature an_d 
back by curfew. Two min- year. Also. there are quite respons~ble. Th?n Y~~ hit 
lites late and you turn into a few tricks you can use to them with the lme. You 
a pumpkin. Here's a fa- avoid curfews, (this infor- don't trust me.'_' Of 
miliar scene: there you mation will be withheld). cours_e, they denr. this ac,-
stand, thumb out with ten There is also the objection cusation. The~ Just dou t 
minutes until the witching that freshman boys haveno see ~e neces~1!Y. So you 
hour Finally a ride comes curfew. Are we really so continue explammgthat_y~u 
along and you zoom off to much less mature than are at a ~ig party a~d it IS 
1 just begmning to pJck up. 
Know -Noth.In Is You mustmeeklytellyour date you have to leave. This puts a damper on the 
Shout entire evening. Curfew does, in some cases, offer 
an excuse, but there is al-S tu dent R __ ights ::::,,t~~~-''splitting head-
WE need a Student Union actually run by students 
not subject to an administrative veto, and a judicial 
system free of administrative domination. L 
CALL for a safety patrol concerned with the safecy 
and not the surveilance of students. 
WE need a bookstore run by students with service 
not profit in mind. 
WE need a library which meets _the needs of an 
intelligent student body. 
END the presence of on-campus recruiters for 
the military which makes a mockery of all that 
higher education supposedly stands for. 
THE advantages of a multi-discipline university 
are negated by the almost complete lack of coordi-
nation among the different colleges and by the 
authoritarian character of specific schools, par-
ticularly PE. Demand some changes, somefreedom 
and° coordination for growth. 
THE living conditions at Ithaca College fail to 
recognize the responsibility of the college student i~ 
living his own life. C~ll for the end of all curfew 
rules, the end of the need for parental permission 
for keys, the end of compulsory meal plan and the 
end of compulsory dormitory living for everyone, 
the end of dormitory segregation of sexes and any 
other rules which deny the mature growth of indi-
viduals as students. 
EXERCISE your right to a quality education. 
Take Action. 
Mom and Dad eventually 
make the ultimatum. That 
being that you can get key 
privileges if you raise your 
cumulative average. We 
now sit waiting for their 
letters of permiss.ion. It 
is a matter of time now, 
but we will wait. And it is 
well worth it! 
Susan Gottlieb 
Membenhlp Needad 
Edit---· 
The following organizations have 
faileci. t.o, send us their complete 
membership, including elected of-
ficers, for the purpos~ of home 
town publicity: Camera Club, Stu-
dents for Advancement of Manage-
ment, Afro-Latin Society, Veter,. 
ans Club, Society of Clio, Young 
Republicans, Biology Club, 
French Club, German Club, P.E. 
Majors Club, International Club, 
and Political Science Club. 
Phil Langan 
Associate Director 
Public Affairs 
Continued on P.,. I 
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co-OP Bookstore? 
le 
j) 
Dear Editor, 
Who owns the bookstore? 
Not the students. Who 
makes the money from the 
students? Not the students. 
The students of Ithaca Col-
lege have been hurt a :long 
time by their own system. 
It's time this stopped. I 
bought a paper back that 
cost $1.95; under a little 
sticker was the real price, 
$ 1. 0.5. Last s e m e s t e r, 
books ordered for a gov-
ernment course the first 
day of classes were prom-
ised by November 1. They 
never arrived and the class 
was terminated two weeks 
early. 
·c, 
B 
0 
·p 
K 
I 
'N .... 
-~ 
help. The b o o ks to r e s .I need answers to questions and 
under student leadership, rea_sons for answers. ·· Yeah it's 
especially the one in the weird but I ~anna understand. 
. . And I need this knowledge now 
Union, would be tailored to while I still have the desire to 
student needs. Buy your hold truths ....... " 
Charlie Brown dolls down-
town, buy your reference 
books in the bookstore. 
How many students have 
Joe VanDonsel 
Attacks Taber 
a say in what books are in Editor: 
stock? By looking at the In our time of "communication 
shelves, I would venture a gaps," charges of consorting of 
guess of zero. Why pay the news or outright manipulation 
$5.00 for a $3.00 record? of the media, to suit a particular 
We ~ould buy the record at purpose, the historian· is faced 
any st o re downtown far with increasing difficulties in mak-
cheaper. Let's save our- ing an objective evaluation of to-
selves some money and at days events. 
the same time offer jobs This is exemplified in the guest 
and experience for the fi- editorial of Mr. Ron Taber, intitl· 
nancially n e e d y anc;l the ed "Song My Was No Exception." 
business majors. It's Identified as a member of the His-
about time the students ·tory Department, Mr. Taber has 
stopped hurting them- pr_esented a mishmash of histori-
selves. 'city, subjectivity and unproveable 
allega lions. 
Tom "Book'.' Worm 
Excerpts From Viet Nam 
Many a trip to the book-
store finds the same crap: 
"sold out-they wilf be in 
next week." At the end of 
each term, a little manap-
pears in the Union. Mr. 
Book, as we shall callhim, 
is attiretl in a green blazer. 
In his top breast pocket is 
a thick wad of dollar bills. 
Accompanying him is an 
attache case also filled with 
cash. With a · smile, he 
offers you $1.00 for a 
$12.00 brandnewunmarked 
history book. That same 
book will be sold back to Editor's Note: 
No one can condone what oc~ 
curred at Song My and the fact 
that it took place can only increase 
the desire to withdraw our troops 
, from VietNam. I disagree how-
ever, with the method employed 
1qy Mr. Taber in his attempt to 
.you as a used book for The following is an etcerpt 
$5.00. I was going to sell from a friend's letter to Me. He's in the 101st airborne divisu>n $ 25. 00 worth of books to so111e where in Viet Nam. 
him, but when he offered 
me $5.00 for all of them I " th d' J f. 
. ...... e com man mg genera o 
gave them away to a prison. the division toured our new camp 
The bookstore should be and asked me a question which 
run by the students for the took some time in answering. I 
students. If it is not out didn't understand the question to 
to make a profit, the price begin with. And witliout me an-
of books and the quality of swcring completely, he left. That 
service will be better. Two was kind of disrespectful, but I'm 
or three full-time adminis- just a private first class and he is 
a two star general. 
trators would be needed to This is really weird. I've sud-
run the stores. The rest denly got this strange ~ing going 
of the employees should be on in me. I want to learn.· Ye:ih,: 
students needing financial_ me. I want to t:ike classes and at· 
tend lectures. I want to correct 
my grammar and spelling. Maybe 
learn of civilizations of the past, 
and dream of a future that could 
hP 
I don't want to learn just facts. 
inflame an already unpleasant sit-
uation. 
As ~n individual, Mr. faber is 
entitled to any opinion that he 
may care to voice. On the other 
hand, as a teacher connected 
with the History Department of 
Ithaca College, he should at least 
have made some attempt at an ob-
jective evaluation of events. 
Mr. Taber's sweeping general-
ities, undocumented use of statis-
tics, and addiction to Viet Cong 
documents to corroborate his sta-
tements are inexcusable when used 
by a historian as well as being pre- . 
judicial to the case he presents. 
D.H. Armstrong 
Dept. of Foreign Languages 
&yluan lllills Away from home? 
1757 SJatervllle Road 
DINNER 
5:00 to 9:00 
CLOSED SUNDAYS 
Steaks, Sea Foods, 
and Roast Prime Ribs 
Specialists In 
PARTIES AND BANQUETS 
Get on the Right Track at 
The Station 
cc 
(.For that 
272-2609 
home away 
· feeling) 
a a 
from home 
WestB~ 
' ----
~Ul.l~f.~ 
~ 1"lE fl~l ~l.miot-1 
t\E:t,Wlt-'Q BES\\(\.~ .. 
.. ,-. PEtio~ \.\lt\O 
~~"ICS ~~ 
PE'R~··· 
Gaut 1,iroridl Continued from Pap 5 
Elections For Peace 
To begin with·, we are not telling them what to do 
so much as W';'! are presenting them with a petition 
for a free, competitive election throughout Vietnam. 
We are not attempting to nor would we be a party to 
shoving anything down anybody's throat. All of the 
Vietnamese must accept this of their own free will. 
Moreover, as Soviet writer Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
has stated " ... It is time to remember that we belong 
first of all to mankind. (That) free speech is the 
first requirement for the health of any society ... " 
Therefore, we feel that all of the Vietnamese people 
should be allowed to freely speak their minds in a 
democratic election. , 
One word of note; the petition states in part; " .. . 
to be personally presented ... in a peaceful manner ... '' 
We are not s~eking a confrontatiop, such would be 
self-defeating. ·· 
In closing, we ask that if you agree with these 
sentiments, that you aid us with your moral and/or 
financial suppo~t. Further, we again ask if at all 
possible, that you personally go to Paris during the 
Spring of 1970 and "present endorsed copies of this 
petition to the four political delegations now conferr-
ing there. If not, that you forward them to the follow-
ing address. 
Perhaps, in this manner, we can begin a new 
Spring_ of Peace for all maJ?kind. 
MEET YOUR MATE - - -
11HAPPY1S HOUR 
FRIDAY 3:00 to 6:00 
PITCHER OF '7HE KING OF JEERS" 
BUDWEISER - $1.00 
At This Price - ·Bring a Date I 
. .. 
----
so~:ts~J\cE 
TAVERN 
108 N. Aurora St. 
SATURDAYS 3P.M.'tlll 1PM 
BLOODY MARY'S .51J 
t:...---------~------
r.: 
' -j' 
I, 
!.: 
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. Faculty 
To Receive 
Congress To Decide Lottery's Fate, 
January Call Stopped At 30 
Grants 
WASHINGTON--(CPS)-- ., 
The CollegeCenterofthe Whether tht:: J.unery wili could postpone further any it seeme~ probably more 1.8 million will turn 19 
Finger Lak~s. of which continue after 1970 is upto executive action on the far-reacting · reforms during 1970, qualifying 
Ithaca College is a mem- Congress. plan. could be'. debated fully this them for the 1971 pool and 
ber: .will award grants-in- In announcingtherandom So the burden for a11:y year. a lottery number. • 
aid to support faculty re- selection process, Presi- quick change rests with· Heforms to be contem- Abe\lt half that number 
search for the ninth year. dent Nixon said, "I would Congress. Sen. John Sten- plated include abolishment will '6~ unfit. either physi-
The awards to date have say· that looking to the fu- nis, chairman of the Armed of the student deferments. cally .. or mentally. Sub-
totaled $111,584. ture ... we shall not be satis- Services Comm i tt e ~· eshlblishment of alternate tracting those who receive 
Awards for the grants fied until we finally can promised last fall that his service in social work for defer.Jnents. those who vol-
will be announced in March. have the system which I grou? would open extensi~e those who oppose military unteer for other services, 
Last year 28 facul~ were adyocated during the cam- he_ar.in~ on the draft m service of a PS:,ticular and those who take steps to 
given grants a:r:nountmg to pa1gn of a completely vol- mid-February. war, forbidding the assign- avoid the draft, the total 
$17,875. unteer armed forces." Stennis gave the promise ment of a non-volunteer to remaining--plus graduat-
William Roehrig, asso- But Nixon has also said in exchange for a pledge vie t n am and establish- ing seniors--mayvery well 
ciate professor ofpsychol- institution of a ·volunteer from Senate draft critics, ment of- a volunteer army not be enough to meet the 
ogy, is Ithaca College's army is not feasible until including Sen. Edward Ken- except when c O ng res s year's draft call. 
representative totheCCFL the Vietnam War is ended, nedy, that they would ap- declares war. If the total isn't enough. 
Research Council. and, at the current rate of prove a revision in the current 1 y, approxi- Pascoe said, the Selective 
THIS WEEKEND troop withdrawal, that isn't Selective Service Act to mately two-thirds of the Service would induct those likely to happen very soon. permit the lottery without military's manpowerneeds who turn 19 during 1971. 
And though the president debating other aspects of are met by volunteers, and These people, who wouldn't 
Head 
has made the volunteer the matter. The ad.minis- since 1950 the Navy, Air have lottery numbers, 
Straight army one of his principal tration desired quick ap- Force, Nation a 1 Guard, would ordinarily be includ-
issues, negative reports proval of the lottery so it coast Guard and Marines ed in the 1972 pool. If for 
ROYAL PALMS 
209 Dryden Rd. .. 
272 • 9636 
th
e from a special presidential could be put in effect for have been maintained al- more men were needed, he 
commission on the armed 1970. most exclusively by vol- said, this order of induc-
forces or the National Se- So the lottery• approved unteers. tion would be followed: 
curity Co u n c il--both of 332-13 in the ~ouse, .w~s If the Congress does not 1. Kennedy husbands--
which are studying the con- passed by a voice vote m ~nact significant reforms those deferred for being 
cept of a voluntary army-- the Senate largely becaus~ fn 1970, prospects appear married prior to 1965. 
_:;;;;.;;;;;====---=-=------------------------..ib1eak for 19-year..:olds un- 2. non-volunteers, · 26 
Thia ILast 
Week Week 
1 1 
2 4 
3 6 
4 Z 
5 18 
6 3 
7 il4 
8 10 
9 9 
10 11 
11 ,16 
12 7 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22· 
23 
24 
25 
~ 
2!l 
,28 
29 
30 
21 
5 
22 
25 
8 
26 
-
28 
1'3 
29 
WICB "NOW 30" SURVEY. 
Week Beginning January 23, 19'10 
Tltla 
No Time 
Thank You/Everybody Is A Star. 
I'll Never Fall in Love Again 
I Want You Back 
Baby, Take Me In Your Arms 
Venus 
Walk A Mile In My Shoes 
Blowing Away 
Whole Latta Love 
Monster 
She Belongs To Me 
Raindrops Keep Falling On My 
Head 
Evil Ways 
She Came In Thru The Bathroom 
Window 
Hold On 
Arizona 
Hey There Lonely Girl 
One Tin Soldier 
Jesus Is Just Alright 
Early In The Morning 
Let's Work Together 
Psychedelic Shack 
Jennifer Tomkins 
Rainy Night In Georgia . 
In The Court Of The Cranson 
King 
How Can I Forget 
Open My Eyes/Hello It's Me 
Point It Out . . 
That Was Only Yesterday/Waiting 
For The Wind 
I've Gotta Make You Love Me 
AritiBt 
The Guess Wbo (RCA) 
Sly flFamily Stone (Epic) 
Dionne Warwick (Scepter) 
Jackson Five (Motown) 
Jefferson (Janus) 
The Shocking Blue (ColosS\IS) 
Joe South (Capit;ol) 
Fifth Dimension (Soul City) 
Led Zeppelin (Atlantic) 
Steppenwolf (Dunhill) 
Rick Nelson (Decca) 
B. J. Thomas (Scepter) 
Santana (Columbia) 
Joe Cocker (A&M) 
Rascals (Atlantic)· 
Mark Lindsay (Columbia) 
Eddie Holman (ABC) 
Original Caste (TA) 
Byrds (Columbia) 
Vanity Fare (Page One) 
Wilbert Harrison (Sue) 
Temptations (Gordy) 
Street People (Musicor) 
Brook Benton (Cotillion) 
King Crimson. (Ailantic) 
Marvin Gaye (Tamla) 
Nazz (SGC) 
Smokey Robinson/Miracles 
· (Tamla) 
Spooky Tooth (A&M) 
Steam (Mercury) 
Complied By And For The "Big Six" Listening Audience! ! ! 
Ron Kobosko 
Music Director 
WICB/6 
der the lottery system in and older. 
1971. This year's poo 1 3. 18 1/2-19-year-olds. 
consists of 19-26-year- In the meantime, the 
olds, but 1971 's pool will 1970 draft will receive the 
consist only of 19-year- close scrutiny of the Na-
olds plus thos·e losing stu- tional Headquarters, which 
dent or occupational def er- recently decided to limit to 
ments. the first 30 the lottery 
If 1971 s draft call is in numbers that can be called 
the neighborhood of 200,000 for the month of January. 
--which it has been during January's draft call is 
the past three years--then 12,500. According to Pas-
virtually every 1-A 19- coe, this decision is the 
year-old who isn't in school result of a desire among 
will be drafted. According Selective Service officials 
to Capt. William Pascoe, to maintain evenness in 
Selective Service Chief In- lottery numbers being call-
formation Office r about ed throughout the country. Ii.======:::::::::::':::::=::; He said no conclusions 
~ ~~ Glaaes 
'V ~ and Contact 
lenses Fitted 
Emergency Optical Services 
CO.OP SHOPPING 
CENTER ITHACA 
. 272-0994 
HOURS: 
9-5:30 Daily - 9-1 Sat. 
should be made that this 
ip.dicates all 366 lottery 
numbers will be reached in 
1970 in all parts of the 
country. It has not been 
decided yet whether a sim-
ilar limitation will be call-
ed for in February, he 
said. Many state directors 
have predicted all or nearly 
all lottery numbers will be 
reaQhed this year. 
~re-li::·::a11C:!::1 .!IAE:::::a•::::;: ....... ::aauc:::::c::::, ~c:~-::wr: :: I --~=~ 
~1 ~ ~ The ~ 
ti RED CARPET " ~ w i. i .finest in food 1 ~ 
I ~ M Stealcs1 Shish Kabob ~H 
;,_t Weekend Entertafnment 
~ TRIPHAMMER SHOPPING CENTER .~ 
~i Reservations 272-4839 ~ 
L....-------------------- :,~---~----:::---s:a.;:,_:z=.: -li':::::IAA!ipllC::::::•c::aa;:r:::1111£::::!IIE:" :!'!~ --, ,- -· c::+c-i ·.. ~ 
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Schaefer beer brings you the most reliable, un-
biased ski reports in the East-"Ski Reports by 
Roxy," with Roxy Rothafel, "the voice of skiing." 
Save this schedule of times and stations, and let 
Roxy keep you up-to-date on all the latest ski 
conditions-whether you're at home or on the 
way to the slopes. 
r••••••••••·••••., 
~ ''SKI REPORTS • 
: BY ROXY-'' I 
I RADIO SCHEDULE I 
I CITY, STATE STATION DAYS TIMES I I Philadelphia WPEN Wednesday 6:45PM I 
Pa. 950 kc Thurs., Fri. 7:20AM, 6:45PM, 9:45PM 
I Saturday 7:20AM, 6:45PM I Sunday 7:20AM I New York WNEW Mon. thru Sat. 7:45AM, 6:45PM, 9:45PM I 
I N.Y. 1130 kc WNEW CFMI Mon. thru Sat. 8:45AM, 7:45PM, 10:45PM I 102.7 me I Hartford WDRC Wed. thru Fri. 7:25AM, 11 :55AM, I 
I Conn. 1360 kc 5:55PM, 7:55PM Providence WPRO Wednesday 8:15AM, 12:15PM, I 
I R. I. 630 kc 6:45PM, 10:15PM Thurs., Fri. 8:15AM,12:15PM,6:45PM. I 
I 8:15PM, 10:15PM Saturday 8:15AM, 10:15AM, I 
I 
12:15PM, 2:15PM 
Boston WBZ Mon., Tues. 6:50AM, 7:30PM I 
I Mass. 1030 kc Wednesday 12:30PM, 7:30PM I Thursday 12:30PM, 6:30PM, 7:30PM 
I Friday 6:50AM, 7:30PM, 9:30PM Saturday 6:50AM, 7:25AM, 8:25AM I 12:30PM, 7:30PM I Worcester WSRS IFMJ Mon. thru Sat. 8:00AM, 7:00PM I 
Mass. 96.1 me I Springfield WSPR Mon. thru Sat. 7:35AM, 12:10PM I 
•
. Mass. ~i:;:c _____ 6_:!_l)F'_~_._11:l~P_M ____ I 
Portsmouth Mon. thru Sat. 8:35AM, 5:35PM I N.H. 750 kc I 
Manchester WGIR Mon. thru Sat. 8:35AM, 5:35PM I N.H. 610kc I 
I Claremonl WTSV Mon. thru Sa~. 7:55AM, 6:20PM ~H. l~O~ I 
I Hanover WTSL Mon. thru Sat. 7:55AM, 6:20PM N. H. 1400 kc I 
I Schenectady WGY Mon. thru Sat. 6:55AM, 6:30PM, 10:15PM • N.Y. 810 kc :.ti 
I Syracuse WFBL N.Y. 1390 kc 
I 
WGAN 
560 kc 
Mon. thru 
Thurs. 
Mon. thru Fri. 
Saturday 
Wed., Thurs. 
Fri., Sat. 
7:30AM 
7:30AM, 8:30PM I 
9:30AM, 10:30AM 
, 
: ,ogers 
Appointed 
Personnel 
~ Director 
Co-~~duces Student 
TV Tape 
On Aged 
John L. Rogers has been 
appointed Director of Per- ..... A 45 hour series of 
sonnel Services at Ithaca television tapes concen-
College effective February trating on the medical and 
1. 1970. His appointment rehabilitation care of the 
was announced today by aged is current I y being 
Paul Farinella. vice pres- produced by the New York 
Challenges 
Three Cut 
Policy· 
by Bill Connelly 
ident for business and fi- State Nursing Home Assa- What does it mean to a 
nance. ciation, in cooperation with student if his instructor 
For the past 10 years the Ithaca College Televi- follows college policy con-
Rogers has been with New sion-Radio Department. cerning cuts? It means if 
Y0rk University, most re- The series will feature he is holding a three credit 
cently as the manag~r of the 14 specialists in the care of course he is entitled to 
faculty service office. He the aged, t-e aching any- three cuts. This a 1 so 
has also been manager of where from 2-4 hours in seems to hold true to one, 
employee relations-and 50 minute segments. It is two and four credit 
service personnel. being producedatIC's tele- courses. Most students 
Active in civic affairs, vision studios. have been here anywhere 
Rogers was general chair- "The purpose of the tape from one semester to four 
man of the New York Uni- series is to provide Nurs- years. What are their 
versity Greater New York ing Home Administrators, opinions on cutting? What 
Fund Campaigns from 1965 and all colleges, univer- are the opinions and poli-
to 1968; chairmP1 of Our sities and hosp it a 1 s in- cies of the professors on 
Lady of Lourdes Catholic volved in training adminis- this same subject? 
Charities Campaign from trators with up to date in- The professors' policies 
1959 to 1965; a committee formation on all phases of can be broken down into 
chairman for the Boy care fortheaged,"accord- three rough categories: 1) 
Scouts of America, and a ing to Professor Stephen the varied group, 2) the 
panel ch airman of · the Schneeweiss, Director of three group, and 3) the un-
American Management As- Ithaca College's Health A~- limited group. The "var-
sociation. He has also been ministrative Services Pro- ied group" doesn't seem to 
choir director of Our Lady gram, who is supervising go by any set policy yet 
of Lourdes Church in New the series. "It is meantto still have a set number of 
York Cityandachoirmem- be a supplement for both cuts allowed. A student 
ber of Holy Trinity Chapel current and future training inight be allowed none, one, 
1at New York University. programs," he added. or six, only the instructor 
ITHACA FLOOR 
COVERING 
• lee's Carpets 
• Floor Covering 
• Paints 
Factory Trained Installation 
FREE PARKING 
272-5696 
407 Taughannoclc Blvd. 
Professor Schneeweiss lmow~ for sure. 
will present a preview of The second category is 
the series to Education di- made up of instructors who 
rectors of the- nation's 50 follow college policy, which 
state Nursing Home Asso- allows a number of cuts 
ciations in Chic ago, in equal to the number of 
early February. credit hours per week for 
Schneeweiss noted that the course. 
there was a good possi- Group number three, 
bility the series would be "the unlimiteds," seems 
used on Educational Tel!='- to be the largest group and 
vision later in the year. the most popular with the 
_ students. This group in-
cludes the instructors who 
If 11oc.cVe been I oolci11g 
tor a" infima-te l'OOM 
iN which • wine .,., c&·i11e 
feel a student should not be 
held to a certain· number of 
cuts. Of those interviewed 
by this reporter. all agreed 
that the student is a mature 
young adult and should. be 
allowed to judge for him-
self what is right and what 
is wrong. 
a11 imp,-esaiottal»le date, 90w 
oc.9ht to consider 
The Porterhouse Room 
. of .f.h•- \Jonc:le•latw:l Motel 
"S't 5C.HIAA ROAP • AR2.·S~52. 
Student reaction to cut-
ting is vari~d. Their opin-
ions could not be broken 
down into groups as were 
those of the instructors. 
Some freshmen are satis-
fied with a three cut policy, 
as it helps their adjustment 
to the new freedom they 
have acquired. With many 
students, especially upper-
classmen, the thing is un-
limited cuts. There will 
undoubtedly be a day or 
days when you just can't 
make it to your class. For 
. this reason they think, stu-
1 dents should not be penal-
lize_d. 
, 
"'1 
~-
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l960~S: A RETREAT FROM HOPE 
(CPS)--How doyouchar-we should "separate from ·tton that took oyer during 
acterize a decade? Jour- our society with no more the forties and fifties ac-
nalists and popular histor- regret than we should feel cepted control with a quiet 
ians have given us the ver discarding rotten ap- "thank you" to their par:-
Roaring Twenties and Ter- les from a barrel.'' ents and superior s and 
rible Thirties, and will no · ·110w have we conie to be went about their business 
doubt find a ~imilar sho~- so morbid in spirit? Tb,e of amassing greater ma-
~d evaluation of the SIX- biggest part of the answer te1;ial goods and high ·prof:-
ties. Such brevity of de- is Vietnam. The increas- its. Of all the colleg~ 
scription, of course, isn't ing commitment of money graduates of the fifties, 
very accurate; the twe~ties and· men during the decade the largest group went into 
didn't roar for everyone, to that illegal and immoral business and commerce. 
nor were the. th i r tie s was has poisoned the na- The new generation, upon 
equally terr i b 1 e for a1:1. tion. Turning that country receipt of its heritage, has 
But tagging a decade in this into a slaughterhouse that in effect stamped it "dam-
way isn't meant to reflect has so far produced one- aged goods, return to send-
all the facts and happen- half million A s i an and er." They will not accept 
ings--it's meant to tell us forty thousand American a continuation of all that 
about the m(?Od of the peo- dead, has banished hope has transpired in the last 
· ple and the spirit of that from this land. What hope decade. They are search-
time, and these tages do can we have of ever reach- ing for new ends for society 
that job very well. ·ing a just and decent ob- besides the profit motive, 
So when they do come up j e ct 1 v e there when we new ends for government 
----
with a name for this decade, have massacred hundreds besides the insane stock- --'---------.---------.. ---
it will tell us more of how of thousands of Vietnam- piling of weapons: Today, volved in any foreign inter- that saving this nation is 
we felt than what we did. ese either from the air the largest numbers of col- ventions with the ease and both possible and worth-
What, then, would,reflect with B-52s or face-to-face lege graduates are not in support it did in Vietnam. while. Of all the tasks they 
the mood of the nation dur- as in My Lai? business and commerce, Nor will industries con- have chosen, this is the 
ing the last ten years? En- Our cities are decaying but in teaching, counseling, tinue to ravage the environ- most difficult. If they suc-
capsu~ted in a single sen- and becoming jungles of ~d social welfare. ment with impunity. The ceed_ in th~s, every~ing is 
tence, it would be this: The terror for all our citizens What, then, is the prog- hungry and the oppressedi possible; 1f they fail, we 
.decade of the sixties was a both Black and white, our nosis for the next decade peoples of our land will may run out of time be-
time of inexorable retreat clean air and w a-t er is and beyond? The increas- hav~ increased support fore the ch an c e comes 
~rom ~o~e by an inc~e_as- rapidly . running out, we're ing s O 1 id a r it y among a from. their youthful ~Hies. agai~. 
mgly divided and dispirited threatened by a burgeon- majority of the new genera- It 1s eas! to pred1~t a_ll · -----------
people. . ing population. Each stage tion in a commitment to this and more, but_ it ~s • 
Yet the decade began with in our retreat has been radically alter the prior- impossible to say if this Patronize 
a spirit 0f vitality. We had marked by death and de'... ities Qf. the nation, and turn new generation will be sue-
a young President then, full struction: Jack Kennedy ... away from war, destruc- cessful. They must first 
Your 
Advertisers of dash and promise, who Watts ... Ma 1 c O 1 m x ... De- tion of the environmentt end the retreat from hope, 
pledged to "get the country troit ... Martin Luther King and economic and racial and convincetheirbrothers ----:,.-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-,..-
moving again," united, as ... Washington, D.C .... Bob- exploitation. They are by . 
he said in his "Inaugural by Kennedy ... Chicago. The far a distinct minority in'. 
Address, und_er the ~om- .decade that opened with the country, but they have: 
mand of Isaiah, to undo the idealistic challenge to clearly drawn the line that 
the heavy burdens and let the people, , , Let us begin divides them from the ma-
the oppressed go free."' anew," has endedincyni-jority--"Either you're 
But . we end the decade cism and despair. part of the solution or 
nHACA'S EXCLUSIVE KEEPSAKE DEAi.Eil 
Expert Watchl- ~ewelry Repairing 
led by a min~rity Presi- If there is any hope that you're part of the problem. 
dent, so suspicious and dis- life will be better, that the one can easily look into 
trustful, de_spite apparently means and ends of govern- the seventies _ and predict 
overwhelm.mg support, that ment and society will be that our national govern-
he seems determined to.,.. altered soon, that hope lies ment V{ill not __ becom~e~i~n~-JL'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!... 
discredit and crush a mi- in those who are now so · --y·· . ~JI - l _· • r.\ I · _ I _ Remounting of Diamonds 
nority ofhisfellowAmer- distu:rbingtothestatusquo. OU 11CYtYDC ~Tl a l"-''*AVOUM'-'9 -YOU( 
leans. This, morethanany For a new generation is lmporl-ecl c.a·r lel'WC.e af ITI-C.• IM POAT I 
other thing, is the hallmark coming of age that is mar- ld:l!'IIIII-~:c 
of our retreat from hope. kedly different from that 
How far away we are from of the Dast. The ~enera.: 
that young man who invited 
us "to go forth to lead the 
land we love, asking His FOR: Repairs on all makes 
blessing and His help, but and models, including for-
knowing that here on earth 
God's work 1p.ust truly be 
our own.'' Today, the pop-
ulation quakes from fear of 
"merchants of hate and 
parasites of passion," a 
Communist-inspired and 
Communist-lAd rabble that. 
LEE'S GARAGE 
eign cars 
N.Y.S. Inspection 
Front End Alignment 
Electrical Tune-Up 
Brake & Motor Overhaul 
402 S. CAYUGA ST. 
273 - 1821 Rear Entrance 
2027 Slatervllle Id. 
SANDWICH MENU 
OPEN:'Dallyet4 P.M. 
ClesedSunclay 
..... '-1111111 
. ...,. ... 
....TILi C. JtM.":": ........... ii: 
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A . ~n this rapidly changing : The Department may re- four years by taking four ~.-=========~ CademlC Purgeworld, wi.~re many Ithaca quire only 36 credits of courses a semester. I Donohue - Halvenon College graduates will majors. The 36 credits This new curriculum 
I continued trom pa11e 1 work in fields that have not w i 11 be determined by akes a number of great nc. 
PLUMBING AND HEATING rational decisions and be yet been created, no one can faculty-student commit- epartures froll' the pres-
held accountable for them. claim to have discovered tees in each department. ent curriculwn, but the 
•. At this time in life, the the ~curriculumthatwill In certain professional nderlying motiva-
Estimates Cheerfully Given student is increasingly satisfy the needs and aspir- fields, outside agencies of ion is the desire to modify 
called uponto-takeanactive ations of all students. accredation require an ex- an existing trad.itionrather 
• part in the world commu- 2. The Department will cess of 36 credits. A stu- n overturn it. "In the 
602 W. Seneca St. nity. From the obligations offer a course of study that dent who has expressed same manner in which con-
273 - 3393 of contract to the responsi- will prepare the student for interest in continuation in stitutional amendment pre-
bility of the ballot and serv- further work in that field. this field will follow his serves the integrity of a 
ice in the armed forces, It is the student who must, advisor's advice to meet olitical order, curriculum 
I students are required to in ·the final analysis, these requirements. The reform, even the mo~t rev-
' cope with life responsibly. assume responsibility for difference is that the re- olutionary, is an expres-
This college cannot per- maintaining a sense of pro- sponsibility will rest with sion of trust in the capacity 
. 
To Keep Your Spirits Up 
PHONE 272 - 2111 
H & H liquor & Wines form an advanced baby- portion and balance in the the student. If a student of existing institutions to sitter function and long way in which he takes ad- wants to devote his life change in order to satisfy 
218 E. State St. 
survive. vantage of the opportunity to medicine he will take a newly felt needs and to 
. available to him. The stu- course in anatomy if his pursue new purposes." 
i Reco~engarions .ll t dent will not work in a advisor can justifytheneed Editor's Note: Quoted sec-
: 1. ~ ~. ege wi . se vacuum. Every catalogue whether it is required or tions are from the 1969 I no gr a u a 1 0 n require- lists a suggested course of not. Brown & Pembroke Admis-
i men_ts 0ther than. the com- study which quite com- 3. In the interests of en- sions Brochure. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
Your Closest Liquor . 
: pletlon _of ~ certain num_:t>er pletely maps out an accept- co u raging academic in-
of _credits in gO<?_d standing. able four year program in quiry free of artificial 
Store to Campus 
SOUL EXPLOSION 
at the Friday Jan. 23 
DOGHOUSE 
wttb THE COACHMEN 
and THE REFLECTIONS 
8:00 - 9:00 Dime Drafts 
DOGBITE SPECIAL 
SO(Screwdrivers 
Fun begins at 8:00 Music 9-1 
Countly & Western Sat. Dim 
THE HEIGHTS RESTAURANT 
at tlw Airport 
Congenial Atm~phere 
OUR SPECIAL TY 
Pitcher of Sours Still 295 
Pete's I c?~?..~~!R 
AVAILABLE 
ICE CUBES 
PICNIC SUPPLIES 
OPIM 7 DAYS 9 AM• 10 PM 
-··· 
,., Call -~ 273_7470 714W.IUFfAl0 
every discipline. Students, restrictions, students will EUB Calls 
using these suggested pro- not be required to deplare 
grams as a base (or even a a major and will be able to 
finished curriculum) and graduate with a Bachelor 
with the help of his aca- of Arts degree accompan-
demic advisor and upper- ied by a description of the 
class majors, can tailor individual' s education-
this beginning program to al experience. This would 
fit their individual needs. have the added advantage 
The 400 
Restaurant 
* The only place 
to eat while in 
Collegetown 
* College Ave. and 
Dryden Rd. 
of providing greater flex-
ibility to students who have 
not yet decided upon their 
course of study. Such stu-
dents will be able to spend 
a year sampling a variety 
of disciplines before decid-
ing which field of study 
they are best suited to. 
4. The normal workloa 
will be four courses a 
semester. For too long, 
Ithaca College has encour-
aged a superficial exam-
ination of course content 
pushing the student into to 
many courses at a time. 
The student must b 
-----------:-. allowed to devote the 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
• 
HICKEY'S 
Music Store 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca 272 - 8262 
WASHING AND 
GREASING 
• 
Cor. Buffalo and Aurora 
proper attention to each an 
every course he takes. A 
forced overload diminishes 
the value of all courses. 
A student may take extr 
courses, but will be per-
mitted to graduate after 
Meeting 
The Egbert Union Board ls-
sues Committee would like to 
call attention to all Ithaca Col-
lege students and faculty of an 
organizational meeting on Tues-
·day, January 27, at 7:30 P.M. in 
FIOS, designed to co-ordinate ac-
tivities on campus in conjuction 
with the National Environmental 
Teach-In on April 22. This nat· 
ional teach-in, organized by stu-
dents on hundreds of college cam-
puses who are concerned with the 
pollution of our land, will try to 
highlight specific environmental is· 
sues of st~te and local imoortance1 
and give information as to how 
students and other"interested indi-
viduals can fight our many pol· 
luters. There are many Ithaca Col-
lege faculty and other area resi-
dents wh9 would be willing to 
speak at Ithaca ColJege about var-
ious forms of environmental pol-
lution and what action can be 
taken against the polluters. What 
is urgently needed are students 
who can organize the various ac-
tivities on the campus to make an 
environmental teach-in a success. 
All members of the college com-
munity are invited to attend the 
first organizational meeting .. 
ASIATIC GARDEN 
Chln .... Amerlcan Food 
· 114 W. State St. 
272-7350 
CARRY OUT, ALSO 
Ca.un.J:~ 
r 
NOW OPEN ( 
on I/ 
ELMIRA ROAD ( 
• Sundaes ( ( 
? 
f 
I/ 
• Ba"ana Barga 
• Flying Saucer 
• Shakei .& Floats 
' ! ' 
f!· 
J 1 
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High Draft Numbers 
Aren't Safe Yet 
Different local boards Kendall and Ross list bers have b~i::n planning to 
will run through the num- three reasons for Defense hold their deferments until 
bers at different rates, and Department over-opti- close to the end of the year, 
some may go through· the mism: first, the Depart- then resign them if their 
entire pool. "Thereareno ment assumes that the lot- numbe; hadn't come up. 
safe days," a s s e rt the tery will have no effect on Since they would no longer 
authors. enlistments, although it be in the ".orime age 
Young menwhodrewhigh and Leonard Ross authors Aside from local varia- seems lik~lythatmanymen group'' after the end of the 
numbers in last month's of the book. "Th; Lottery tions, the authors conclude with high numbers will no year, they mig~t avoid the 
draft 1 otter Y should not"la.nd the Draft: Where Do I that the national average longer enlist, while those draft a 1 toge th er. But 
consider themselves Stand?" It will be pub- cut-off may be far higher with low numbers will not Kendall and Ross conclude 
"safe" from the draft. ac- lished by· Harper & Row on than the number predicted be substantially more like- that few local boards are 
cording to David Kendall March 1. by the Pentagon (166). The ly to enlistthanpreviously. li~ely to cooperate with 1r-:==5========••-=iii5li===========l\\ P~ntagon statement.that Second, the Pentagon neg- tins scheme. Simply by 
- men with the highest n\lm- lects the possibility that sitting on the registrant·s 
HOW TO GET A bers (244-366) will have a many more men with low file, a local board can wait 
DOCTOR OF nIVINlTY DEGREE low probability of being numbers will obtain defer-,until the new year to take 
l)octor of Divinity degrees are issued by Universal Life 
Church, along with a 10-lesson course in the procedure of 
setting up ana operating a non-profit organization. For a free 
will offering of $20 we will send you, immediately, all 10 
iessons in one package along with the D.D. c:ertiflcate. 
UNIVERSAL LIFE. CHURCH 
BOX 1575 
HOLLYWOOD, FLOBIDA 33021 
drafted may befarfromthe ments. thus raisingthelot- away his deferment. He 
mark. tery nu n,.,b er whicq will will then be liable for that 
Kendall and Ross present have to be r ~.,.ached to entire calendar year. 
an alternative set of pre- achieve tfe cij:a.ft quota_._ The Kendall-Ross book 
dictions, suggesting that if The Kendall-Ross book was written with the as-
1970's draftcallis225,000, warns strongly against sistance of a research team 
then the national cut-off "playing games" with the of twelve Yale Law Stu-
point might be as high as draft. Some men with mid- dents. David Kendall, 25, 
240, rather than 166. dle and high lottery num- is a second-year law stu-
dent at Yaleia member of 
Re tat• f th £'f-• p • ted n Ci Sch I .Di . · . the Law Journal and a presen 1Ve8 0 e '-AJ'Cllfflg• 3fil rOSt · ty ()() Strict will be Rhodes Scholar; he will be 
commissioned a second 
on camp11$ Tu~y, Feb •. 3, to speak with 
teaching posi~ in _ their distri~t. 
interested candidates f Or lieutenant in tbe Army this June. Leonard Ross, 24, 
II Interested Contact 'IM Career Plans Ol1ice Sometime This W eel 
is a Ph.D. candidate in 
economics at Yale, a grad-
uate of the Yale Law School 
and former Editor-in-
Chief of the Law Journal. 
He holds lottery number 50. 
conunuea on p ... 1, 
.. 
CORDIAL INVITATION 
The New Owners of the 
Magic Mushroom 
Leather Haberdashery 
invite you to siop in during their extended 
store-wide sale and take a look at all the 
new ~ high quality leather and silver at 
prices reduced 
Leather skirts for $17 .00, .vest for $15.00, 
silver rings and earrings from $3.00 to 
$10.00. 
We also have a large assortment of groovy 
candles from 50c to $6.00. Belts, watch-
bands,. pipes, incense and incense burners. 
So stop in any day from 10:00 a.m. to 8:00 
p.m.; 10:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. on Fridays 
and Saturday. Cl~sed on the Sabbath. 
YOU WON'T -FIB IQE!L QEilffl AT LOWER--PRICES ANYWHERE 11 N.Y. STATE. 
' .. 
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one foot in, I 
one foot out 
byOaigWolf 
FACULTY in the College 
of Arts and Sciences will 
have to choose soon among 
several p r op o s a 1 s for 
changing requirements for 
graduation. One of these is 
a proposal that has the sup-
port of the Student Con-
gress and some fa cu 1 ty 
members. In essence, it 
requires only that A & S 
students corn p 1 ete 31 
courses at a normal load 
of four each s em ester. 
Students in A & S would 
not be required to choose a 
major. If they did, their 
department could require 
only t w e 1 v e s p e c if i c 
courses. 
* * * There are several good 
points which have been 
made in favor of this pro-
posed change. 
1. It will give each stu-
dent the freedom to con-
struct his own program of 
study tailorea to his par-
ticular interests. Along 
with amplified advising, it 
will enable students to 
more easily get what they 
want out of their education. 
But the critics ask, do 
the students lmowwhat they 
want? For some students 
the answer is "yes." The 
rest can simply go· along 
with the old curricula until 
they get ideas of their own. 
2. The elimination of 
college requirements will 
reduce the resentment that 
most students feel toward 
the college. Since the ex-
istence of requirements 
appears to constitute a lack 
of trust or faith in the stu-
dents on the part of the fac-
ulty, adopting the proposed 
change would appear as a 
vote of confidence. But as 
long as the faculty is will-
·ing to coerce students into 
a given curriculum it is 
only to be expected that 
there will be much resent-
ment against that coercion 
and against that curricu-
lum, too. If a person does 
something because he is 
forced to, he will resent it; 
but if he does something 
because he chooses to, then 
he has on 1 y himself to 
blame if he doesn't like his 
choice. 
3. Related to this is the 
question of whether stu-
dents will be more mo-
tivated to study when all 
specific requirements are 
dropped. I believe most 
would. This is b e c au s e 
people tend to devote more 
energy to purposes of their 
own than to purposes of 
others. When allowed to 
discover their own pur-
poses and to pursue them, 
people are more willing to 
I learn and to work. Forcing 
students to follow a spe-
cific curriculum is forcing 
them to follow the purposes 
of others; allowing them to 
construct their own curric-
ulum is allowing them to 
pursue their own purposes. 
Greater. motivation would 
tend to be the result. 
* * * 
Prezy--
continued from page 1 
take place in New York City on 
February 11. At that time the 
final recommendation listed in 
The Student Congress' order of preference would be pre· 
proposed changes also have sented to the Board's extension of 
the advantage of giving Ith- the Search Committee. 
campus. 
Since the opganization of the 
Presidential Search Committee 
one year ago. some ~00 sets of 
credeI).tials were examine~ the 
committee members. Applicants 
included college administrators, 
college presidents, and diplomats. 
During its organization, the com-
mittee contacted college adminis-
trators at colleges and universi-
ties throughout the United States 
to ask for their recommen~~tiQns. 
''The responst., said the chairman, 
was overwhelming and resulted in 
a year of challenging and time 
consuming work.'~ 
Members of the Search Com-
mittee include: Dr. Robert Ryan. 
Dr. Walter Carlin. Carl Dibble 
George Driscoll, Rita LaRock 
Andrea Gellman. Jim Focht. Ke-
vin O'Brien. Edgar Bredbenner. 
Robert Bouthroyd. and Dr. C'ar-
oll Newsom (C'hairman of the 
Board of Trustees and. accord-
ing to the Search .Committee. the 
man who has given the most help 
to the search.) 
Says Dr. Baizer, .. We are now 
at a very auvanced stage or the 
presidential search." No names 
have been officially released for 
publication. aca College a greater ap- Preceeding the campus visita-
peal to the more enterpris- ·tions which are slated for this 
ing students who are in the· week, the committee examined 1------------~------------, 
market for colleges which biographical and aut_obiogra~hical Pie as e 
respect their j u d gem en t accounts of prospective candida~es 
and offer wide opportu- held extenued correspondenc~ 
with t~em and re.quested copies p f • 
of their publications or speeches. a r On I Z e 
The second step in the screening 
nities. 
process occurred when members. 0 
of the Search visited the candi- Ur 
sates at their individual institu-
tions. The final and most serious A dve rt,·s e rs 
step, however according to Dr. 
Baizer is invitation to the IC 
This proposal is one of 
the most major, thorough-
going, and valuable ideas 
which has been given seri-
ous consideration at this 
college. Students should 
back it all the way. 
'-=======------------
It wasn't too long ago that 
Bill Leith's .future 
was still a big question mark. 
Today he's a man with the answers. 
Bill Leith started as one of our management trainees 
shortly after graduating from Lake Forest. 
Two years later he was an administrative assistant, 
handling new business for our Equity Management 
service. 
Just last June he became our youngest Assistant In-
vestment Officer. 
His job· is a big one. 
Our customers are likely to ask many searching ques-
tions before entrusting their money to us. 
Bill has the answers. 
Responsibility? 
A small fortune's worth. 
But then we have lots of responsibility to hand out. 
If you'd like to know more about the opportunities at 
Marine Midland, please add your name to our schedule in 
the placement office. 
We'dliketoseeyouon February 20, 1970 
/M\MARINE MIDLAND GRACE 
t.:!!!!/TRUST COMPANY DF NEW YORK 
Marine Midland Bulldina, 140 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10015 
Mtmbtr FDIC 
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The Establishe.d Order 
of Things 
by Michael Ainsley 
A revolution of minds must take place before all 
eise if we are to succeed in bringing forth a revolu-
tionary change of any kind. As men die in Vietnam, 
so do they die here if they threaten to break free 
from the established bounds of our democracy. As 
long as we· choose to ·compete rather than cooperate, 
there will be no freedom; no man will be his own. 
Just as the Roman Empire fell relic of another's 
generation, so shall America take its place less we 
seek a new level of communication that is appropriate 
to the times in which we live. A time of change is 
at hand with this the beginning of a new year and 
decade. A time which we as volunteers of America 
must take in hand and whatever we choose to do, so 
shall we be held accountable for. 
Neil Armstrong's one small step for man was in-
deed small when held against the hell on earth he 
left behind while tripping off in space. How lovely 
they say earth looks from space, but with your feet 
back on it again its the same war-torn, poverty-
stricken, selfish, hungry, racist world you left be-
hind. We here on this earth have claimed to be 
something we know little of; we claim that we are, 
in spite of all this earthly turmoil, civilized human 
beings. We claim that this country of America is· 
a civilized democratic society where all men of any r-----------------------
creed or color can live and prosper right along with 
his neighbor. · We claim these things to the rest of 
the world, hoping they too will somehow be moved 
--
. 
.1( 
} ,, .. , 
' ( 
'l 
.. . 
O'Brien Quits 
continued from page 1 into believing the great American dream of peace, w •t Cl 
freedom, and success for all. We claim these things In er ear an Ce 
to the rest of the world, yet know in fact that the where he has securea a. 
things we claim are only a great dream. job. He hopes to work 
You and I, my fellow, live in the ruins of de- closely with Senior English 
mocracy. A place where war takes the lead over major, Patricia O'Connell, 
love. A place where· stone hands smash the heads s A L E former Vice President, 
of gentlemen and spear the hearts of doves, and who will take over the pres-
rape the children of our vines to qrop them in the i d en c y. Miss O'Connell 
streets alone and kick them when they cry. You and said that she had two par-
1, my fellow, will have children of stone less we ticular aims for her final 
reason why the hawksflyfreewhilethepeace makers semester as president of 
die. Student Congress. She in-
They say Vietnam is a bloody war, as if one war tends to improve the edu-
could be worse than any other. They say the Song GREAT SAVINGS cational participation of the 
My Massacre shocked the conscience of the American s tu dent government and 
public. I think the conscience of the American public hopes to initiate more in-
is very tolerant when dealing with others, indeed terest in the newly formed 
tolerant and too often unaffected when not personally ON public s e r vi c e program 
involved. There has been a bloody war going on in (see inside article). 
the American ghettos for more than one hundred t------------------------1 The Position of Vice 
years and the American conscience has yet to be as President w i 11 r em a in 
moved as it was for the Song My Massacre. The SrfORM CO· A ''fS SLACKS vacant. The new president 
facts are disgusting and the responsibility lies not ft · · • · · said that now "many other 
with one generation or another, but with each one orr------------------------1 members of Student Con-
us as individuals of a society that gives a damn on a gress will have to become 
partF-time basis. ~TED SUITS ... SWEATERS tre
1
. seps_on
0
sfibtlhe for.the activi-
red Hampton knew about the ghettos in America. e v 1 c e presi-
He also knew the majority of fat Americans didn'tt------------------------1 dency.'' ''Wewillnowhave 
give a damn. Fred Hampton was a black man and a .to be more dependent on 
th
Blackl~fan!,hethr leaAder who waghntedmore:t:
1
orhispeople DRESS SffiRTS ... SPT. COATS f0othreer"psehoeple tthdan ever be-
an 1 e. m e merican ettos cou d ever give • no e . 
them. For this reason, Fred Hampton was a threat In other Student Council 
to the national security, and for this reason, Fred news, a proposal was intro-
~rr;;:.ton is dead never to talk of changing times SPT. SHIRTS . . . . NECKWEAR ~~c:1~ ~i:;iit~~t t~er::~~ 
There will always be men to take up this battle posal called for Congres-
front of freedom as those that have gone before them sional support of any stu-
fall. This bloody war of the American ghettos can go dent who is discriminated 
on forever or it can be stopped by cooperation. Th SKI JACKETS ..... HOSIERY agamsi. whether he is 
trouble will lie in the fact that our governmentilas "black, white, has a mus-
made too many false moves in the interest of black tache, or has no hair at 
A all." mericans. Just as I would not wait a single day 
for my freedom I would not ask any other man or Congress extended an in-
people to wait for something that will never come ·orr1• s' vitation to all Physical Ed-
With waiting. In this decade, before us we shall see ucation students and faculty 
great changes for mankind or we shall seethe begin- ~·-~- to attend Monday's meeting 
ning of the end of the American system as we know · · -HUCOIIIS FIIUTATt" in relation to the problem 
't t da 106 S. CAYUGA IT. 1 o y. of discrimination with the 
contlnul'd on p111• 14 Use Yo•Jr Morris' 90-Day Account dress code (see related 
~-----...... .;........;..;..,;.;;,;.;.;.;.;;...;,;...;;.;;;.:..;;;;.;;.;;,;,;;;;,;,;,;. ____ _. article on page 1). 
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.• continued from page 11 
Established Order When l •.ras eighteen,· I could die for my country• F . 11 y the Departmen! yet at the same age, I was allowed_ to die !or my o;e~f ook; the inefficiency 
country I was not allowed to share_ m ele~tmg the of local boards in classify-
men that would send me off to fight their wa7s. ing and processing regis-
cont1nue~ from P•11• 13 Something is wrong in this, I told myself, som~thmg trants. Some boards, ac-
A revolution is now taldng place in the _hearts an~ very wrong in a system that expects me to d~e f~r cording to the authors, re-
moreover in the minds of today's generation, ~ey the vote I am not allowed to cast. Someth1!1g ~s classify men as I-A only 
that will change or destroy the_ futu~e of America. wrong in a system that wish~s ~e to have fa1~ m !when necessary to meet a 
li this revolution of cooperating with one another, a government that has no faith in me. I realized dr ft call These boards 
fails, the future will no longer be in the hands of these things too late in life, at the age of ei.ghteen. a through the entire 
gentlemen. It wil! fall into the hands of those who Awareness begins il_l the ghettos 9f A~er1~a at a ::y ::e of lottery nwn-
have good reason for anger, and ~trange methods much earlier age than eighteen. It begins ~1th not be:.eve month,andeven 
for attaining their goals. . Peace will be a word for being excepted as ~ fellow because your skin color dip into 1
0 
we r priority 
dreamers then; violence will ~e advoc~ted and what- is different than wh1_te. . oups of men who have 
ever is born out of violence will be by its own means America is certainly the freest nation on the face r told they are virtually 
destroyed. But even in this, I a~~ gentleman wo~ld of the earth, but it i~ n_ot yet a nation where all m~n d:!~t exempt. Kendall and 
rather see a nation lay wasted by its OW? corruption are created equal; 1t 1s not yet a true democrat~c Ross call this up-and-down 
than see its people enslaved by its established bounds society. America is a nation where a black man is variation in the lottery cut-
of freedom. . looked on as a black man ~ather than a fell?w man. off point the "yo-yo ef-
When I was eighteen years ·of age, I had the ~is- Even here in the freest nation on earth, the govern- f t ,, "Many men who 
fortune of being a Speciali~t 4th class in the Umted ment has become a system that_ seems 1? believe ~fnk they are draft-free 
States Army. When I was eighteen years of age, my might makes right, rather than might for right. ay fnd themselves sur-
task was to murder the people of Sout;}l and North I have no understanding of what life in a ghetto :isel before the beginning 
Vietnam in the name ofGodandCountry. On January must be like. I have no understanding of what a f S . . ,, 
28 1968 I was shot down by one who most certainly Black American must feel in his gut when a White ._0 ..... _P_r_m_g_. ______ _ 
th~ught ~f me as the oppresserofhis country'~ fr~e-· American tells him how free our great nation i~. I OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK dom. I learned to think for myself very la:te m hfe, have no understanding of these things. Ihavean idea 
at the · age of eighteen, while I lay bleeding on the: of what it must be like, but I will never really lmow. 
Bong Song plains of South Vietnam. I learned a ma ' The revolution of one's mind is the first step to-
will die, will die before he will be oppressed bY, ward freedom; toward a true democratic society; it 
another man. Today, I hope that I am man enough to! is the ti:z-st step toward living with one another in 
die at the hands of my enemies; that I would never: peace. Just as I would not support the Cosa Nostra, 
again take the freedom or life _of ~Y fellow man.' I .will not support a government which has with its 
This is what I learned very late m llfe at the age of own gain of power and wealth become a corrupt sys-
eighteen. · tern. Revolution is o~ce a~in about to t_ake i_ts r_ig~t-
11 a.m. - 1 a.m. 1 
! ful position in American history. If 1t falls m its 
Students Admitted D~oite Scores l attempts of being an educational revolution, it will 
. . without a doubt, be uncontrolled, even by those that 
SOUTH HADLEY, Mass- Educatm . leaders tbis will bring it about. But even in this I would rather 
-(CPS)--Fourteen highfall at meetings of t~eC?l be cut down speaking the truth to my fellow, than ·go 
school seniors have beenlege Entrance Examma_tio on living the great lie of the American Dream. 
admitted. to the Class ofBoard and the Americ "This is the established order of things, when a 
1974 at Mount Holyoke Col-C~unc_il on Education urge nation has grown to such a height of power as to be-· 
lege without regard to testth~s ~md of appi:oach to ad come dangerous to mankind, she never fails to loose 
scores and class standing.missions on a wider scale. her wisdom, her justice, and her moderation, and 
Mount Holyoke is oneoftheBlack undergraduates con-with these she never fails to lose her power; which 
first institutions of its kindceived the idea for the pro- however returns again, if these virtues return." 
to experiment with the plangram at Mount Holyoke, John Adams 1778. 
which abandons the usualparticipated in its plannin A time is at hand when the Volunteers of America 
criteria for entrance to findand. developme~t, and re- must come together. We are a nation without a 
talent among minority andcruited the applicants. leader. If we fail to take this time for all, it is we 
poverty students. who will have no nation to lead . ... , .. --. •.....•..• _ .. , ...... .,:;,. .......... , .... ,., .... , .... ,, .. . 
DELICIOUS 
FOOD AT 
THE RIGHT 
PRICES 
Evening Supper 
Menu 
8 p.m. - 1 a.m. 
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Come In and See Us I 
I 
FRATERNITY JEWELRY 
by L. G. BALFOUR CO. 
~ ~urara Jnn ~ ~ ............................................. ~. 
ITHACA COLLEGE CLASS RINGS ~ SJ.nc:• IPJ 
Aurora-oa-C.yliaa L&ke 
Ray Robinson with Rothschlld1 ht Floor 
Badges, Favors, Mugs - Sportswear 
Phone 272-5959 
Home.al 
Wella College 
IIIOOMI • ~OOD e I.OUNea 
SIIIIIIV 1-10, 12: .. J:JO, 5:30-I 
Wttllcl&n t-!;.·12-2. 1-1 au.a-,ao, 
~ OWllld 117 .• ,lla C:OU.• /. 
•1••••••••1,,,,,,,1,,,,,,,,,,,0,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,...,,,,,,~,. 
THE YARN SHOP 
SAYS 
There's still plenty of time to 
knit or crochet that vest I I 
HAPPY HOLIDAYS 
204 N. Tioga St. 
"RT'S 
TRANSMISSION 
SERVICE 
s.,dalllh le A.......,,,...,.., ..... 
~ 
• HPLACIO • ttrPAIUD 
• IIUUILT • HIIALID 
• (AST Dlll)i'l•IM • ADIUlftD 
··~
1
73-3642 
2N I. TQMPKl"I 11' 
SPECIALIZING IN WORLD FAMOUS 
BMC PRODUCTS 
Austin Healy; MG; SAAB and all Foreign Automoblles 
as well as SU CARBURETORS. 
Be sure to stop In with your car 
problems. We are here to help 
you. 
EST I MA TES FREE, ALL. WORK IS F'JI.L Y GUARANTEED 
PHONE 272-09.52 
.,, 
Alain Mauboussin 
AM Auto Repair 
400 SPENCER RD. 
NEW YORK STATE INSPECTION STATION 
'~ 
• 
• • 1,~ 
• Giant Subs "~ 1, 
t, Reasonabltt Prices , t, • ., • •• • ,,
• • Hot or Cold 
,, 
.. 
' , .. 
• • Best in Town • 
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' 
V.YfW t • --- • •• • 
'' ~ KING ~ ~ 
• 
' SUBMARINE ~ 0 •• 
• 
' ' I HOUSE ' t 
t ,. 
• 
.. • t 
: 405 Eddy St. Collegetown , : 
~ ' 
I 272. 9585 
' 
• -
• 
• 
' • cold cuts roast beef t .~ 
t .~ 
' t 
tunci cheese •• 
• ' 
• ' 
' • salami host cosmos ' • 
•• ' ,.
turkey ~ot ham • t 
' 
t 
• ' hot meat ball • ham • L • pepperoni pastrami ' . ' . -- ........ - . .. ..... ----- --
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19 year. olds 
Push 
V ~:-- -O.u,.~g 
Parkhurst Photos 
Exhibited in. Union 
by Tom McCormack Rights : ,~ ~1cheal Parkhurst, 23, culty in findi~g _ the riglit 
. alwa s wanted to spend ghetto. Afterhm1tinghim-
·=··=-. 
TRENTON, N.J . .:. ... (CPS) som! time in a ghetto with self to the East Coa_st be-
--Abiding by the desire of a camera. He witnessed cause of money cons1dera-
its members, the Voting the crisis at Cornell, which tioos other problems cr~p-
Age Coalition (V AC) is con- led him to want to teach ped up .. Parkhurst explam, 
tinuing its efforts toward something of black culture. ed rep!1es to letter~ he sent 
lowering the voting age in Micheal Parkhurst is a to various groups m large 
New Jersey. However, the free-lance photographer cities "were actually ~os-
Coalition will work for pas- who works as a librarian tile.'' Peop~~ i_n C~mbr1dge 
I·: sage of the 19-year old at Cornell. Early in Aug- and Bost?,n d1dn t want me They explore the range of slum life, bat avoid the hanh. 
vote in 1970 instead of the ust of last year, Cornell to come. ~en as~e~ who I 
18-year old vote. Library granted enough told him this_, ~,x h_ i b 1 t_o r 1 a r non-profit organiza- w i I lard Straight. Rele-
Under state law, a pro- funds to permit Parkhurst Parkh~rst said ,;lungs_h~e tions. "Theydidn'tlikethe vance was a keyword cir-
posed amendment can re- to travel to North Phila- th.~ United Fund and !=nml- idea; they thought I would culating on-many campuses 
appear on the pallot only delphia. The res u 1 t is I instigate some problems." during the Spring of 1969. 
after a three-yea!_' waiting more than one thousand · The Fellowship House in It was this factor that gave 
period. 'Thus, VAC mem- photographs and an exhibit! e Phi 1 ad e 1 phi a was one Parkhurst the inspiration 
bers had to decide whether_ being displayed in thei agency it seemed wasn't to ask for funds and gave 
to set the 18-year gJ~ vote lounge of Egbert Union on i . fearful. The response the Director of Libraries 
as the single goal ofia.'1:hree south Hill Campus. The' _ . ~:t there ''was the warmest.''_ the apparent justification 
year CtSffip.aign or ~ estab- exhibit runs from January \ ·• Once in North Philadel- to grant them. Parkhurst 
lish an\intermediate goal-- 12 to January 31, and is :.-·J:' hia, Parkhurst experi- had argued that a study of 
the 19-year old vote. (The fr.ee to the public. :'. enced another kind of the kind he proposed would 
18-year old vote failed ina The photosaresensitive,lr~:.::. . roblem. The blacks he be more contemporary. 
referendum in November.) semi-candid studies. They![! .'J· · came to photograph were Parkhurst has been an 
The organization's deci- explore the range of slumll! suspicious. "You just employee of Cornell Li-
sion to work for the 19- life, but avoid the usual don't walk in and start braries since serving al-
year old vote in the next harsh editorializing. Mr. sh O O ting pictures'' said t er native duty for his 
election was based prima- Parkhurst named the ex- Parkhurst. "It's just bad classification as a con-
rily on recent legislative bi bit ''I am black l:?ut come- man n er s .... in anybody's scientious objector. He's 
consideration of such an ly," a phrase taken from " community.'·' Blacks were been a Vista volunteer in 
amendment. It is believed the Song of Solomon. That worried the man with the Spanish Harlem and has 
that legislators who passed title supposedly supports camera was from a net- taught a photo graph Y 
the 18-year old ~.easure the theme "black is beau ti- work. "They' re very course at Cornell. He had 
would support tpe 19-year ful" as expressedinphoto- leery of the news media.'.' two years at Ithaca College 
old referendum. graphs. _ But even that obstruction before being forced to drop 
There was some diffi- faded when Parkhurst be- out for financial reasons. 
-1 WAREHOUSE f 
FRIDAY 
WOOL 
and 
SOIII) TRACK & SOil 
. . . 
-
.SATURDAY 
COMSTOCK LIMITED 
and 
BUTCH SKEEN & 
THE SECOND EDITION 
:Admission SI. 50 
273-1-333 Rtes. 13 & 366 
gan to talk with people in In the vein of broadcasting, 
the neighborhood. He said he wrote commercials for 
-·•••••••••a1•• once this happened "they radio station WTKO. 
•The photos are sensitive Semi· 
Candid Studies. 
BARNETT'S 
seemed to be very warm." Micheal Parkhurst has 
, This di st r u st of the an advanced booking for 
I media is with good reason the exhibit at several 
says the Cornell photog- Am e r i c.a n and Canadian 
grapher. He said he sym- colleges. A photographer 
pathized, somewhat, with for five years, he says he 
the position of Vice Presi- wants to continue making 
dent Spiro Agnew. free-lance studies like 
According to Parkhurst, "comely." He says he has 
the Libraries of Cornell a brain storm cooked up to 
financed the project be- take some photographs in a 
STATE & CORN STS. cause the management prison. That, he says, 
272. 9881 wanted to make the Ii- could come this summer Ithaca, N.Y. 
brary more relevant, fol- providing he gets funding. 
lowing the occupation -~.f 
ROBERT S. BOOTHROYD 
AGENCY, INC. 
Sound Insurance for Evory Need 
Carefully Written Conscientiously Serviced 
BROKERS 
Robert S. Boothroyd - Class of '24 
Robert L. Boothroyd - Class of '60 
Henry G. Keyser - Class of '52 
Phone 272 - 8100 
312 E. Seneca St. 'thaca, N.Y. 
''We Welcome Your Inquiry" 
Cones 
FOR THE BEST 
SUBS IN TOWN 
103 N. Aurora St. 
Phone 273-9922 
Call on 
HERTZ 
anytime ! 
272-6622 
I .. 
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IC To Recruit 
Disabled Veterans 
Ginny Trimber 
A program beingplanned 
to recruit disabled veter-
ans to attend Ithaca Col-
lege is nearing completion. 
It is hoped that by Febru-
ary recruitm~t may begin. 
Veterans in military hos-
pitals throughout the 
Northeast will be provided 
with information concern-
ing Ithaca and admission 
requirements. 
Due to limited facilities, 
only twenty-five candidates 
will be accepted for the 
· academic year, 1970-1971. 
spring and a committee was 
formed to implement it. 
Puring the summer Dr. 
John Ryan contacted the 
various branches of the 
Armed Forces and gained 
thefr cooperation for the 
program. The rest of the 
committee is comprised of 
Terry Kindlon, a student; 
Arthur Lazcano, Director 
of Financial Aids; and Mat-
thew Wall, Associate Di-
rector of Admissions. Mr. 
Wall will do most of the 
recruiting. 
With veteran recruit-
Krongal, ottan and P'111'111: comDlna 11d matllod1 wltll bulln1u. 
College Skiers Mastennind 
lntennont Marketing Program 
ment, Ithaca College hopes Three 20 year old Ithaca in the Southern and Central younger skiers in the area. 
to continue its effort to college juniors have added New York State areas. It was an offer that Lafko 
create a diversified cam- some young touch,es to the The three met two years just couldn't turn down. 
< ., 
' 1 
.. ::.: 
The requirements for ac-
ceptance includes a high 
school dip 1 om a or its 
equivalent, evidence of col-
lege level ability, and a 
disadvantaged background. 
The idea of veterans re-
cruitment originated last 
pus community. The ad- facilities at Interment ski ago when they enrolled in The trio promptly en-
mittance of disabled vet- area in New York State that the marketing program at dorsed Intermont's estab- , 
erans to campus life will are aimed to appeal to Ithaca College. Then they lished "Date Night" and I) 
provide a new and broad.: skiers attending area col- learned that they all loved the Friday "Dusk to Dawn l) 
ening atmosphere for all leges. skiing as well, and had con- Ski-a-Thon" because they 
..----------""~
1students. Interested vet- Mike Drongel of Jeffer- siderable experience in the offer the college student 
THE DROPOUT erans should contact the sonville, N.Y.; Les Otten, sport, they took the next longer skiing hours and re-admissions office, specify- of Teaneck, N.J.; and Burt natural step. duced rates for couples. 
111 S, Aurora St. 
• 
The u s u a I fantastic 
-buys in Men's Pants, 
plus red, yellow, green, 
purple a n d multicol-
ored Women's Pants. 
From 3.95-7.95 
ing the Veterans Recruit- Purga of Wellsville, N.Y., They headed for Inter- They went on to add some 
ment Program. have united their market- mont and sold Gene·ral ideas of their own which 
· ________ ,..Jing know-how and skiing Manager, 'I;oni Lafkoonthe have special appeal to the 
enthusiasm in their work idea that as experienced student skiers . 
Your Plumber or 
· Heating Dealer 
HULL HEATING & 
PLUMBING INC. 
For Courteau, and 
Dependable Service 
Kitchen Aid 
804 W. Seneca St. 
272 • 3550 Ithaca, N.Y. 
efforts to develop more in- ski instructors and mar- Some of these innova-
teresting features and pro- keting majors, they were tions now in operation at 
motion of the popular ski just the team he needed to Intermont include a tobog-
resort for. the benefit of effectively promote Inter-: gan run, ice skating facil-
college and student skiers mont to the students and. ities and ho r s e-d r a w n 
I~~----~-~--§· ·.-.--.. -~-~-§-=~~§iiiiiiiii~~-iiil~~il sleigh rides. Still in the 
planning stage s are the 
construction of the 15 and 
35 meter ski jumps and the 
mid-February Winter Car-
nival, "Va 1 en t i n e ' s Day 
Massacre", which will in-
clude dancing and snow 
sculpture as well as special 
skiing events. 
MANOS DINER 
ON ELMIRA ROAD 
FOR THE BEST IN FOOD 
AT REASONABLE PRICES ! 
SALE OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 7 a.m. - 3 a.m, Fri - Sat. In addition to planning ! , these features and events, 
of the 
CENTURY 
' • 
semi-annual clearance 
Where 
QUALITY is Supreme 
-... ~, 
WE. GUARANTEE THE LOWEST PRICE 
IN NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY, 
PENNSYLVANIA, MASSACHUSETTS, 
AND CONNECTICUT 
BIGGEST WEEK YET ! 
(See ad page 3) 
WOUW YOU LIKE TO BF£0ME 
A MINISTER? 
()RDINATION is without question and for life. LEGAL 
in all 50 states and most foreign countries. Perform 
legal marirages, ordinations, and funerals.· Receive dis-
counts on some fares. Over 265,000 ministers have 
already been ordained. Minister's credentials and li-
cense sent; an ordainment certificate for framing and 
an ID card for your billfold. We need your help to 
cover mailing, handling, and administration costs. Your 
generous contribution is appreciated. ENCLOSE A 
:F''REE WILL OFFERING. 
Wr!lte to: 
UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH 
BOX 8071 
FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 3331'4 
the three students will 
manage Interment's 
promotion to the college 
students. 
They are also members 
of the Intermont Ski School 
staff which teaches all 
American skiing methods. 
All three are experienced 
ski school instructors. 
For Mike Krongel, Les 
Otten, and Burt Purga, this 
winter will give them an 
opportunity to put the i r 
classroom marketing ideas 
into action while endulging • 
in their favorite sport. \ 
• 
STONE 
TRAVEL 
AGENCY 
Personalized Travel Service 
414 Eddy St. 
It costs no ~ore through 
your travel ogent. 
I· 
.. :::. 
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Health School Faculty Adds Kinetic Art Program 
Arnold and Musgra.ve 
by Richard Finzer I 2 9 Mr. Eugene Arnold, Ad- Hospital in 1964 as an as- ics. Slated For Jan ministrator of the Tomp- sistant to the administra- Dr. Musgrave explained • 
kins County Hospital, and tor. In June of 1968, he that his Health Economics 
Dr. Frank Musgrave, as- was appointed Acting Ad:. course would explore the 
sistant professor of Eco- ministrator, and last De- economic workings in the 
nomics and Business Ad- ember was named to. his health care industry, . and Nine films, varying in real Expo Animation Festi-
ministration at Ithaca Col-:-. current position. attempt to analyze var10us length from 5 to 55 minutes val. "Gavotte," by Wal-
lege, have been appointed to Arnold is a member of health programs such as in the third part of the Ki- erian Borowczyk, France, 
the faculty of the School's the American Hospital As- Medicare and Blue Cross. tl.etic Art program on Jan- presents the afternoon of 
Administration of Health sociation, the American When asked what he uary 29, at 8:00 in the an 18th century court dwarf 
hoped the course wouldac- Union Rec. Ro om. The as he whiles away the time 
complish, Dr. Mus gr av e films are composed by var- during a concert. "Red, 
stated, "We want to raise ious avant-garde directors White, and B 1 a ck." by 
questions about the health from around the world. Helmut Herbst, Hamburg, 
industry, its administr_a- The first film, "The Last shows the steps from con-
. tion, and the delivery ofi!s Trick of Mr. Edgar," is formity to Nazism. "The 
services." Musgrave said by Jan Svankmajer. Two Magician, Prauge. is an 
that the hoped for results life-sized manikins staged animated film about a ma-
of his cour_se wo1:1ld be vaudville comp et it ion. gician, who spends his time 
methods of improving the Svankmajer offers, in this between acts at his castle. 
effiency of health care and film, an essentially Czech "Marie Et Le Cure," by 
lowering its cost. . sense of the gr o t e sq u e. D i o v r k a M e d v e c z k y, 
Dr. Musgrave voiced "Versailles," by Albert France, and "Samadhi," 
hopes that the Health Serv- Lamorisse, France, is a w h i ch uses photographic 
ices Program would be en- film showing a unique view- e 1 em en ts of sunspots, 
larged to accomodate more p O int O f ye rs a i 11 es. micro-photography, and 
~ students next year. "Flower," by Yoji Dure, nebulae. Tokyo, was the Silver Admission is $1.00 at A ward Winner at the Mont- the door. 
or. Frank Muqrava: appointed to Administration of Health Se"lces. 
photo bY Barb Goldberv 
Services Program. Their College of HospitalAdmin-
t each in g responsibili- istrators, and the Central 
ties began with the start New York HospitalAssoci-
of second semester. ation. 
The appointments were Musgrave received his 
announced by Prof. Stephan B.A. degree in Business 
M. Schneeweiss, Director Administration from Muh-
of the program, which is lenberg University in 1954, 
the on 1 y undergraduate his Masters in Business 
program of its kind in the Administl.'.ation from Rut-
country. gers University in 1961, 
Arnold, currently teach- and his Ph.D. from Rutgers 
ing a course in Health Care in 1968. 
Management, received his He has been teaching a~ 
B.S. degree in biological Ithaca College since Sep-
and social sciences from tember of 1968. Previous-
Cornell in 1964, and his ly, he was a Research As-
Master of Business Admin- sociate at Rutgers. 
istration_ degree, also from In addition to his regular 
:~ Cornell m 19~6. . . teaching assignments, Dr . 
. He be~ his ~sso<'iabon Musgrave is conducting a 
! , with the Tompkins County course in Health Econom-
\ 
I 
I· 
CAR WASH 
WAXED & DRIED 
Mon.-T ues.-Weds.-Thurs ........................ 99' 
Fri.-Sat .-Sun ..................................... 1 1.25 
1 /2 Price 
WITH GAS 
FILL UP 
8 Gui. Min. I . OPEM 8 A.M. - 8 P.M. 
Additional Preston Spray Wax 50c 
"RAIN CHECK" Girn1 011 Fill Up 
GULF CAR WASH 
7 ~ C• S. i','\ e ,1 do·,·, St. · R t 1 :; South 
Aero,::. Frorn ltllaczi Sl1opp1ng Pl,11,1 
AWINTER WIEltEND SPECIAi. 
FOil ffHAtA UJIJ.ESE STUDENTS ~/MM ICIIA8IJD. 
'IES,FRIDA'I AND SATURDAl NIGHTS, JANUAR'I 30 AND 3\ 
&TARnNG AT 4:30 PM ICHASOD WILL SERVE 
flAMIN6 TERl'IAk\ (lOP51R\.lllN) 8£EF-
S~EWER .. ; PEPPER~.O\IIONS AND 
MU~\-\RoO~S ~ERVED ON.~ 8E1) Of 
FWFF'I RltE, BAlED POD.TO, SALAD 
WITH 'IOUt CMO\tE 01=_ OR~lMG .•. 
PW6 .. , ACOtltTAI\. FROM OUlt 
MR AU.1\IIS FOR ONl'I 14!! ! 
OWE PFRSON IN EAtJ.l PA2TV h\UST SHOW 
AN ll'MACA COUEGe \.O.C:;:AR:.:D~...._. ....-.~ 
• 
1CHA80D·ll4 EAST STATE STR&T • 273·1575 
PJ.£115e MA~E Ytltae /JINNG~ ~ESERWITIIJNS EAIJ. V, TNANX.' 
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.,.~ 9 iJt)ui~ PIZZERIA 
(~ Comer State & Plain Sts. Ithaca See Page 
3 ~J'S)/'/ SUBS & DINNERS 
:~ Dine Here or Carry Out 
For Speedy Delivery 
PHONE AR 2-1950 
See the Eiperts at 
"lthiea Sfuntt119 tjooeu 
420 EDDY STREET 
For the 
Fin est 
in skits 
and 
ski equipment 
BART1 KASTLE, 
STRATO, and 
call 
273-3030 
-fOntlnued from page 19 
League teams. Their 109 
home runs beat out only 
three other teams. . Their 
fielding, until late in the 
season, was hairy. 
''But Gil Hodges worked 
is magic," continue the 
editors. He skillfully pla-
tooned his players; he 
nandled his young pitchers 
~arefully, making sure not 
to overwork them; his on-
the-field s tr ate gy defied 
the laws of probability. 
'' And he ruled with an 
lron hand, patience and a 
:iuiet confidence that even-
tually flowed from the man-
1.ger to his players. With 
JU Hodges leading the way, 
:he Mets became the most 
1.mazing w i n n e r s in the 
1istory of baseball,'' con-
)lude the editors. 
Another special a ward 
)overing the entire world 
)f sports goes to center 
Wes Unseld of the Balti-
:nore Bullets, named 
,PORT Magazine's "All-
3ports Rookie of the Year." 
\ tremendous rebounder, 
vv es won the honor of trans-
:orming a last-place club 
.nto the champions of the 
~BA's Eastern Division. 
}ale Sayers.of the Chicago 
Bears, Rick Barry of the 
,an Francisco Warriors, 
Bobby Orr of the Boston 
Bruins and the Bullets' 
Earl Monroe are previous 
.vinners. 
,-------------------------------------------------, 
One beer has a taste 
that's ten feet tall 
· The premium hops that give Genesee Beerjts rea) 
beer flavor actually grow ten feet above the 
rich earth of the great Northwest. They ripen 
in that bright sunlight and th~n they're picked 
and sorted and selected so that only the best 
are ever brought East to round out the flavor of 
Genesee Beer. 
We travel thousands of miles a~ross the 
country-and ten feet up in the air-
to make Genesee a little more exciting 
than any other beer. Try one today. 
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; t- We do everything to bring you better beer ; 
I aaco. Rechaltar, N.Y. I 
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Ocean Liner 
To I-!old 
Rock Festival 
NEW YORK --(CPS)--
With rock festivals now be-
coming old hat, some Man-
hattan leather good freaks 
have decided to try some-
thing a little different. 
They have rented them-
selves an ocean liner, the 
Queen Anna Maria, and are 
planning an ocean going 
rock f es ti val for the end of 
March, when many schools 
are having springvacation. 
The ocean liner will take 
1,000 ticket holders from 
New York City to Bermuda 
(and back) with three days 
on the island. The day and 
a half trip each way will be 
filled with music and light 
shows featuring such 
groups as Cold Blood, Cat-
fish, Cherry People, Love 
Cry Want, and Tractor. 
About a dozen groups will 
entertain. 
Richard Groff, a leather 
company owner, and some 
of his friends came up with 
the idea and formed Love 
Promotions Inc. particu-
larly for the sea rock fes-
tival. (105 W. 55th St .. 
New York). 
"If this one goes over 
well, I'd like to see us 
have a whole fleet of ships 
having these things all 
over," Groff says. 
The cost of the six-day 
venture, from March 20-
26, will run between $210 
and $300 per person, which 
Groff says is about the cost 
of a more traditional spring 
break trip to Be rm dua. 
Sleeping accommodations 
on the ship for the entire 
week will be included in 
the price, as well as meals 
during the c r u i s e. The 
Queen Anna Maria is run 
by the Greek Lines. 
In addition to the music 
and lights, body paint-ins 
and clothes dye-ins are 
planned for the cruise. And 
as Groff says, "We'll be 
out past the three mile 
limit ... " where U.S. law 
does not apply. 
MORRIE'S 
THE REAL COLLEGE 
BAR 
* BUD .. ON DRAFT · 
2s~ 
* Corner of Eddy St. 
and Dryden Rd. 
I 
l 
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continued from page :zo 
Rod Frith: 6 10111, 4 1nl1b ag1ln1t 
Utica. 
evening was the effort of 
Co-Capt. Rod Frith. Frith 
had registered just two as-
sists this season before the 
Utica game. He got back in 
the groove though. with six 
goals and four assists for 
the second best scoring 
night in Ithaca College his-
tory. Only Bob Aloian's 11 
points against Utica in 1965 
topped Frith's efforts. For 
his career, Rod now has 96 
goals and 55 assists for 151 
points. All three are 
school records. 
Frith's line accounted. 
for 10 goals. Center Joe 
Maire scored one, and had 
three assists, while Geoff 
Scanlon tallied three goals 
and two assists. 
Sophomore Jim C o s e o 
scored four goals. Other 
Ithaca marksmen were Bob 
Scanlon and Rick Orpic. 
Defenseman Jim Talen-
tino played his best game 
of the season. However. he 
reinjured his bad knee in 
the final minute of play and 
may be lost to the team for 
a while. 
The Ithaca defense, 
which has been weak all 
season long, was strong. 
It got a shot in the arm 
from junior Ken Babineau 
and Co-Capt. Dave Patter-
son, who also had their best 
nights. _ 
However, it was the of-
fense which made the dif-
ference. Ithaca roared to a 
5-0 lead in the first period 
and it was 7-1 early in the 
second period. Utica made 
a slight. comeback to bring 
it to 9-4 after the second 
stanza, but Frith popped in 
three successive goals in 
the early moments of the 
final period to salt the game 
away. 
Ithaca outshot Utica, 59-
35. I. C. goalie Tim Cullen 
had 16 saves while playing 
most of the game. 
The Bombers' nextgame 
will be against Fanshaw 
College of London, Ontario, 
tonight at 8:00 at Lynah 
Rink. It will be Ithaca's 
first game against a Cana-
dian college. 
Roy Leff On ... 
[ 
NFL Can Achieve Parity 
As a resident of Buffalo dominated the Vi k_i n gs, 
and a long time AFL fan. pounding them physically, 
I couldn't resist the urge confusing them ment~lly, 
to add to the already end- beat~ ng ~e~ running, 
less debate over when the !hr.owmg, ~ic~mg, defend-
NFL can achieve parity mg, and thmkmg. _ -
"th th AFL · Recently, Nr'L owners 
Wl e • 1· th · t ams 
"People have short mem- met to_rea 1gn e_ir e . , 
ories. A year ago at this and discuss th,eir gri~f. 
time, sportswriters by the But they needn t_ despair. 
thousands scoured the The NFL can achieve par-
pages of cookbooks, trying ity, and it may not even 
to determine the number of take t_en years. Should they 
calories there are in note- remam despon_dent, they 
books and typewriter rib- can take heart i~ the know-
bons. on a Sunday in Mi- ledge that.their embar-. 
ami, a team from New rassment ~s shared. by a: 
York, and a guy with white number of s_portswr1ters, 
shoes, exploded the myth of who 13:fter their absurd pr_e-
NFL superioritybythrash- dictions, ~hould. be quite 
ing the "unbeatable" Bal- understandmg. . -
timore Colts. NFL die- The ~yth. th~t was ex 
hards insisted it was an ploded m Miami was for-
"d t ever laid to rest in the tomb 
ac;:ci en . f Tul Stad· It is One year later, the seen~ o ane mm. 
inside the Minnesota Vik- somewhat mel_ancholy _that 
ings' locker room had vast- the AFL, havmg survived 
ly changed. Not a knock its lean and desperate ea~ly 
was to be heard. The years, must surr~nde_r its 
search for defiant and de- identity during its fmest 
rogatory comment was ~our. ''The AFL w~~t o~t 
fruitless. The Vikings ma blaze of glory. said 
were wasting no time or Chiefs' end Jerry Mays. 
energy thinking up reasons The NFL just went out. 
why they weren't im-
pressed by the Kansas City D 
Chiefs, or listing teams a'\VSOn 
that hit harder, or explain-
ing why th.ey'd massacre 
the AFL champions the next 
nine times in a row. 
The Chiefs, like the Jets, 
did things they wer'en 't sup-
posed to do. They moved 
the ball well against a sup-
Wins 
A-ward 
posedly impregnable de- New Yo_rk--QuarterbacK 
fense, and smothered an :.,en Dawson of the Kansas 
ordinary offense. Joe Kapp :aty Chiefs has been named 
is a fine short to interme- vinner of the "SPORT 
diate range passer, and a ~ a g a z in e Super Bo":'l" 
capable field general. But tward as the outstanding 
his long passes are the only >layer in the Chiefs' 23-7 
kind in the world that can iecision over the Minne-
net a team a touchdown and :iota Vikings in the pro 
a delay of ga,me penalty at : 0 0 t b a 11 championship 
the same time. The Chiefs ,.ame at New Orleans last 
intercepted two of Joe's ~unday. The award, a 1970 
lmuckleballs, and picked off Dodge Challenger R/T, was 
a third against res e r v e Jresented at a luncheon in 
Gary Cuozzo. They also Dawson's honor at Mamma 
successfully bottled up Leone's Restaurant in New 
Minnesota's running game. York City. 
Led by mammoth tackles Dawson, who completed 
Buck Buchanan and Curley 12 of 17 passes for 142 
Culp, who stands 6' l ", yards and one touchdown, 
weighs 265 pounds,and earned the award for engi-
wears a size 56 coat, !he neering a tightball-control 
Chiefs throttled the running :lffense that enabled the 
fame said to be the most Chiefs to avenge their de-
persistent in the NFL. On [eat at the hands of the 
offense, Kansas City Green Bay Packers in the 
quarterback Len Dawson, first Super Bowl contest 
whose mind was supposed climaxing the 1966-67 sea-
to be anywhere except on son. The win also enabled 
the football field, directed the AFL to tie the NFL at 
the sanie kind of methodical two victories apiece in the 
and deliberate attack that last true Super Bowl game 
Joe Namath conducted before the leagues restruc-
against the Colts last year. ture to complete their mer-
All in all, Kansas City ger. 
Junior Martha McGregor places 6th; 
Back Layout In action. 
Photo by C. Hadley Smith 
IC Swimmers Compete 
In Canada 
Ithaca College was well repre- · 
sented at the Women's Internat-
ional Swimming Meet. Our girls 
and their coach, Mrs. Peggy An-
derson, traveled to the Univer-
sity of Waterloo, in Ontario, 
Canada. This was quite an exper-
ience for the team, and one 
which will be remembered for 
some time. 
Eight schools took part in the 
meet, including some Olympic 
swimmers. Michigan State, U. of 
Michigan, U. of Waterloo, Ithaca, 
U. of Toronto, U. of Guelph, 
U. of York and Bowling Green 
presented rough competition. De-
spite the disadvantages of being 
away and relatively inexperienced, 
Ithaca came in fourth for the 
meet. 
Some statistics on the fifteen 
event meet: the 200 yd. medley 
relay came in fourth; IC came 
in fifth and sixth in the 200 yd. 
freestyle; we placed fourth in the 
50 yd. freestyle; in the one meter 
diving contest we took sixth; fifth 
and sixth places were taken by IC 
in the 100 yd. butterfly. A sig-
nificant third place was taken by 
Linda Young in the 100 yd. free-
style. Ithaca came in fifth and 
sixth in the 50 yd. breastroke and 
fifth in the 400 yd. freestyle. 
Peggy Harris took a third in the 
50 yd. butterfly while Sandy 
Gagne placed third in the 50 yd. 
breastroke. The fuial event was 
the 200 yd. freestyle relay, in 
which Ithaca.p~aced fourth. 
Hodges 
Named 
Man of Year 
Manager Gil Hodges of 
the New York Mets has 
been named SPORT Maga-
zine's "Man of the Year" 
for 1969 in its 23rd annual 
"Top Performer" selec-
tions appearing in the cur-
rent issue of the magazine. 
Hodges shares his honor 
with the Top Performers 
in 13 other major sports 
categories. 
A vi ct i m of a heart 
attack in 1968, Hodges 
earned his ''Man of the 
Year" award by coming 
back to lead the Amazin' 
Mets to the first pennant 
and world's championship 
in their history. 
"Even now it is difficult 
to figure out exactly how 
the Mets did it," say the 
editors of SPORT. "Their 
final-season .242 batting 
average was better than 
only four other National 
c.ontlnue on Page 18 
FLY AWAY for 
SPRING VACATION 
8 DAYS & 7. NIGHTS 
or PUERTO RICO 
IAMAICA or NASSAU 
or BERMUDA 
r or Info call Jack Gremll 
Campus rep for 
Garber Travel Agency 
x3710 or 273-9781 
) 
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CAGERS Split: Lose To RIT, Upset ALFRED 
' 
.l'·or tne tirst time thi~ 
season, the Ithaca varsity 
basketball team can say 
that they had an even week 
in wins and losses. While 
the rest of the school was 
still on the Chrisbnas va-
cation, the Bombers went to 
Rochester Tech and drop-
ped an 87 -68 decision to 
the Tigers for Ithaca's fifth 
straight loss since the sea-
son opened. Other losses 
were to Wilkes, Hartwick, 
Cortland State, and Lock 
Haven. It was in the Alfred 
University gym, which has 
been des'cribed as close to 
playing in a cellar, that the 
Bombers finally put it all 
together and beat the fa-
vored Saxons, 89 - 79. 
Things could be looking up 
for the future. 
won the "battle of the their liking, as they stopped and had their best night at guards Mark Rowley and l1 
boards" grabbing 21 re- making mistakes and found the foul line, 35-46. Be- Keith Shields also on the 
bounds. Forwards Gene their shooting eyes for 89 cause of Williams, Ithaca team, Hurst has plenty of 
DeCristofaro and Dick points and their number one also won in rebounds, 45- available ball-hand 1 er s. r 
Schaff e r helped out the win of the year. Alfred 27. This has to be a rebuild-
Rochester cause by scoring jumped out to an early lead Ryan led Alfred with 30 ing year for Ithaca, and a 
- - on the shooting of guard points and Fabrikant had year when many first-year 
Pete Ryan and forwardKen 16. For the Blue, Veronesi men will gain valuable ex-
F ab r i k ant, and kept it finally returned to the form perience. With the pros-
throughout the first half l;le showed last year as a pect of losing only two 
with Ithaca playing steady freshman, andtookbackthe players through graduation 
b a 11, but b eh ind. The scoring lead he had lost the and the addition of some 
buzzer ended the first half game before, with 36 solid freshman ball-
with Alfred ahead, 39-32. points. Dibler, with 13, and players, the future years 
The Saxons, favored in the Cahill and Chafin with 11 certainly look bright. For 
game, came out fast in the each, provided plenty of those concerned only with 
second half, and widened support. Under pressure the present; with the trans- l 
their lead to 13 points. as the only Ithaca "big fers getting better in every 
The Bombers then suddenly man" on the court, Mike game, and if Hurst can hit 
''woke up'' and decided to Williams rose to the occa- the right blend of rebound-
start shooting. A team of sion and pulled down an ing, scoring, and playrnak-
Dave Dibler and Rick Cahill amazing 25 rebounds, tying ing, the Bombers could still 
at forwards, Paul Verenesi the school record set by finish on or near the .500 
and Brian Chafin at guards, Ithaca's A 11-A m er i c a r. mark 
and big Mike Williams at center Greg Albano in 1968. 
RIT 87; ITHACA 68 Mike WIiiiams: 25 Rebounds against center, left all the rebound- The BO m be rs, under-
Alfred, Photo by Chuck MIiier ing chores to Williams, but manned because of injurie!: Skaters 
Rip 
Rochester Tech, looking 
much better than their 4-3 
record, got off to a fast 15 and 14 points respec-
start against Ithaca and tively. For Ithaca, Gail 
kept the pressure on the Wrighter kept up his steady 
rest of the game wh i 1 e scoring by putting jn eight-
scoring 87 points. Before een, which gave him the 
the Blue could get settled scoring lead on the team at 
on the court, the Tigers this point. Junior transfer 
had a 19-4 lead and would student Brian Chafin, play-
not let Ithaca come much ing his first game for Ith-
closer, building a 45-34 aca after becomming el-
half-time lead. The second igible, gave Coach Hurst 
half was not much better, some hope for future games 
as the closest Ithaca could by pouring in 15 markers, 
come was 10 points. Tom and showing some good 
Connelly, a 6'7" transfer ball-handling. Another 
student playing his first transfer student, 6'7" 
year for RIT, led the win- Steve Rostoker showed that 
ners with 21 points and_aJso he could help out Mike 
- --- ·-· Williams with the Ithaca 
~ 
' C ,; 
.. -
rebounding, while also put-
ting in 8 points. In all, 
ten men helped Ithaca score 
thPir ~R r,nlntc:i 
flt mis pomt, t,;oach J:Sob 
Congdon's frosh sport a 
2-3 record, and have 
scored well. Led by Jim 
Shaw, Dan Ferris, Dave 
Hollowell, Ken Nigh. Dave 
Dollos, and Jim Spano, the 
Bomber cubs have aver-
aged 80 points per game, 
and could pull off some up-
sets. 
ITHACA 89, ALFRED 79 
Paul Veronesi: 36 points 
Photo by Chuck MIiier 
gave the Bombers the 
powerful shooting attack 
they have needed all year. 
Ithaca committed only one 
turnover from this point on, 
and gradually closed the 
gap until the score was tied 
at 61 with eight minutes 
left. Riding the hot shoot-
L,rr of Veronesi, the out-
stinumg r e bounding of 
Williams, and the steady 
play of the remaining three, 
Ithaca jumped into the lead 
and just added to it until 
the final buzzer, when the 
scoreboard showed the 89-
79 score. With a red-hot 
second half, the Bombers := 0 z 
.cu 
:: . . 
u u 
..... 
.c .c .c 
The gym could have been shot .435 from the floor, 
better, but nevertheless, 
... 
--
the Bombers· found it to 
to center Paul Pattersor. 
and Co-Captain guard Marl< 
Rowley.plus nothavingfor-
ward Dave Stark at full 
strength after a summer 
bout with mononucleosis, 
are at home Friday vs. U. 
of Buffalo, and Wed., the 
28th vs. Cortland State. 
Utica 
16-S 
PROSPECTS In its first five games 
( 
At this writing, the this season, Ithaca Col- 1· 
Bombers are 1-5, andhave lege's hockey team totaled 
looked bad up to the Alfrec 12 goals and no wins. 
game. They are a better Against Utica College the . 
shooting team than the} .floodgates opened as the ' · 
hs:ve showed, and Coacl: Bombers romped to a big 
Hurst still has not founc 16-5 win. 
the combination he is look- "This was something I 
ing for. The team tha1 knew was coming," I.C. 
played the second half o1 coach Forbes Keith said. 
the Aifrcd game (Dibler, "Our team is just too good 
Cahill, Williams, Chafin, to go on losing. They did 
Veronesi) gives Ithaca a a fine job in every respect 
powerful offensive attack, and have gained a lot of 
but, although he did a fan- confidence as we head into 
tastic job vs. Alfred, Will-. the heavy part of the sea-
iams cannot be expected tc son's schedule. Our aim is ~) 
handle all the rebounding a spot in the Finger Lakes 
chores by himself. When Collegiate League playoffs. 
at full strength, Ithaca wilJ Right now I feel we can 
have Patterson, Stark, make it." 
Chakas, and Rostoker tc The win gave I.C. a 1-2 
help off the boards,. and league recorci while Utica 
perhaps a correct blendin dropped to 1-5. Six of the ' 1 
of these will complement league's eight teams are l. 
the shooting of Veronesi, selected for the· playoffs. i 
Dibler, Chafin, Wrighter, Bes i des the big goal l 
and Cahill. With Mike De- total, and the first win, the 1 
cillis and Dan Vetter await- brightest part of the Blue's 1 
ing experience, and Veteran continued an page 19 
